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Letters, articles, pictures, Cheesy Peas, etc. are always welcome - please send to the Editor at the
address opposite.  Technology being what it is these days, we can cope with most file formats
readable by a PC (text in ASCII, Lotus WordPro/AmiPro or  MS Word easiest to cope with), but if
you haven't got one, items on paper are just as acceptable.  To reduce cheesiness, electronically-
transmitted photos should be at a resolution of 300 dpi (or greater if you can afford the bandwidth).

A Day At The Races

BHPC RACE EVENTS
All events will be on the track for 11:00 unless otherwise stated

Saturday April 21st Eastway
Usual stuff

Saturday May 12th Milton Keynes Bowl
Without the motorcycle training session in progress this year…

Sunday June 3rd Hillingdon
Car boot sale in the close vicinity so will get held up on the last bit of getting to the
track (as per usual).  Allow extra time in case.

Sunday June 17th Castle Combe
Owing to a car boot sale getting in before me on the booking we will be starting a bit
later than usual. The Carbooters have to be clear by 14:00 so we should be able to
get on the track at around 14:30. I would advise getting there with plenty of spare
time - I am advised that they will stop charging people to get on the site at about
12:00 so arrival at 13:00 will probably be safe. The event will be as per last year -
hopefully not quite so hot – so be prepared with enough food and drink for a 2 hour
event. There will be a similar duration event in Brighton so take it as a good taster of
the future (evil laughter off stage right).

Saturday July 14th Darley Moor
Good news here; the track has been resurfaced apart from the straight leading to
the finish - comfort - mmmm.

Thursday August 2nd – Sunday August 5th World Championships – Brighton

Saturday August 18th Lancaster
Track has been booked for the Sunday as well but I thought we should continue the
Saturday feel to this season.

Saturday September 1st Curborough
Due to motor car demand for the track we will be sharing this event with the Veteran
cyclists (not the ordinaries just the older) - details to follow.

Sunday October 7th Eastway AGM
It is booked!
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A Day (or More) Somewhere Else!

HAND-PICKED OTHER EVENTS

Saturday May 19th/Sunday May 20th Roubaix, France
2ème TROPHEE KIDAM universitaire - racing on the 500m Roubaix
velodrome.  More info on
http://www.ihpva.org/chapters/france/actuvph.htm (French)

Saturday June 9th/Sunday June 10th Lelystad, The Netherlands
CycleVision 2001.  Racing, exhibition and second-hand recumbents.
More info on http://www.ligfiets.net/cyclevision/english/index.html

Thursday June 14th - Sunday June 17th Leer, Ostfriesland, NW Germany
German HPV Championships.  More info on
http://www.dm2001-in-leer.de (German)

Sunday June 24th Barnstaple, Devon
2001 Pedal Car Challenge in aid of Little Bridge House Children’s
Hospice.  40 km race for home-built three- or four-wheelers.  See
the Editor’s Ramblings for a few more details.

“Late August” Montreal, Canada
North American HPV Championships.  No more details available
as yet.

September 1st Laupen, Switzerland
Rail HPV World Championships.  More info on
http://www.futurebike.ch/events/rail/index.html

Please feel free to give the Editor a shout if you lack internetty stuff and want to know more
about any of the above.

UNRACE EVENTS

Sunday April 8th Ride to Brandy Wharf, Lincolnshire

Meet 10am for 10 30 start at Dragonby or meet 11am in Brigg Market  Square.
Contact: Eric “Cyclone” Coles at Hillcrest, Dragonby, Lincs. Tel: 01724 858505
after 6pm, email: eric.coles@ic24.net

April 13th - 25th Ride from London to “Spezi 2001”, Germersheim,
Germany

Contact: Bikefix, 48 Lambs Conduit Street, London WC1N 3LJ, tel: 0207 405
1218, email: info@bikefix.co.uk, web: http://www.bikefix.co.uk/events.html
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May 19th - 20th Belvoir Castle Camping Weekend, Belvoir Castle,
Leicestershire

Still on in spite of foot & mouth

May 25th - 28th KM 161, Drumlanrig Castle, Dumfries, Scotland

CANCELLED DUE TO FOOT AND MOUTH "

Saturday June 9th At Home With Jim & Doris Lugsden, Beckenham, Kent

From 1 pm onwards, BHPC members are cordially invited to join Jim & Doris for a cup of tea
and a bun and to meet members of other clubs & societies, including scientific, battery vehi-
cle and model engineering.  Please call Jim or Doris on 020 8650 7758 at least a day or two
in advance to let them know if you’re coming, or bun disappointment could ensue!

July 27th - 30th Spokesfest 2001, Leicester

We are currently at the planning and negotiating stage - stay tuned to http://
www.spokesfest.freeserve.co.uk/, Spokesfest, PO Box 30, Leicester, LE1 9DG, tel: Roger
Lovell - 0116 2781360 Simon Thomas - 0116 2891675

Human-Powered Boats part of Spokesfest
CANCELLED DUE TO FOOT AND MOUTH

The rest still on at the time of writing.

August 18th - 19th 2001 - A Cycling Odyssey, Lancaster

a.k.a Bike-Right or Not Cyclefest.  Based at Snatchems End on the Lune estuary as before.
Seamus King tells me that “Steve Andrews has inconsiderately moved house and changed
his phone number. It’s now 01524 824594", email: vickya@dial.pipex.com, web: http://
sdk.tripod.com/cyclingodyssey.html

August 25th - 26th 2001 - A Cycling Odyssey (Part 2), Kirk Newton, near Wooler,
Northumbria

Contact details as above

Lots more events - too numerous to list here - can be found on the web site of Peter Eland’s
new venture VeloVision.  See http://www.velovision.co.uk/
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The Editor Set Up Us The Bomb
Multi Appypollyloggies

Yes, Issue 63 was horribly late (for some reason, I
keep imagining TV’s own balding second-hand-car-
dealing vampire Quentin Willson saying that), for a
couple of reasons.  Firstly, there were a few bits
and pieces related to the World Championships (a
word which I am having sudden and unexpected
difficulty in spelling...) which simply had to go into
that issue on pain of Death By Jonathan.  Having
held up the mag a week or two for that very rea-
son, the draft copy was then abducted by aliens on
the way back from the printers, resulting in another
week or more lost.  This is quite plainly not good
enough, so hopefully this issue will reach you prior
to Eastway.

Column Inches

No, not that kind of column inches, khaki fool,
though there are some of those, sort of, later on.
You may have noticed that some parts of this issue
are in a multi-columnar format.  This has been un-
dertaken as an experiment, to:
1. See how it turns out, and
2. Attempt to placate one of our Constant

Readers
who has noted more than once that the combina-
tion of small typeface and long lines is not so easy
to read if one is, shall we say, a Lady of Mature
Years.  How does this look, Jean[1]?  Thoughts on
the matter from anyone else would also be appre-
ciated.

It’s Broke Mate

According to one of my spies, well, alright then,
Peter Eland’s web site, “Mike Burrows broke his
right arm on Saturday [back in January - Ed.] when
he took a tumble mountain-biking. It’s healing nicely,
but Mike says he’s forever renouncing mountain-
biking and will now stick to the road...

This isn’t Mike’s first injury. Over the years he’s bro-
ken both wrists, a collarbone and six ribs - all moun-
tain-biking, and all, strangely, in East  Anglia. The
latest injury happened when he was out with some
friends negotiating a muddy Norfolk track. His front
wheel got stuck somehow and  threw him off, and
he landed awkwardly on his right arm.

1 - being Jean Anderson, a.k.a. The Lady Formerly Known As Jean Seay...

True to character, Mike then pressed his spare
innertube into service as a sling and walked with
his friends to a nearby cafe, from where he was
taken to hospital.

Given that in all his years of road riding Burrows
has never had a serious injury (though plenty of
tumbles) he’s thinking it’s time he gave up this
mountain-biking lark. Anyone willing to bet we won’t
see him back at it once it’s healed?

Oh, for the record he was riding a Giant NRS full-
suspension bike…”  Silly boy, Michael.  Stick to
recumbents, there’s less distance to fall.

Not to be outdone, I am told that former works
Speedy engine Andy Pegg had the odd bone
snapped after being flattened by an oncoming car
turning across his bows while out on his mountain
bike.  This in spite of the use of a Cat-Eye Stadium
headlight, which they tell me has a brightness akin
to a car headlight on full beam.  Insert preferred
witticism about being taught to drive by Stevie
Wonder here…

After all of which, it seems that Jonathan Woolrich
got off fairly lightly when he piled his bike into the
back of a stationary truck - escaping with divers
bruises aches and pains, but no major damage.
Not to mention Your Humble Editor’s minor mishap
on his first trip on his recently acquired Windcheetah
(see last Issue).  Approaching the Holloway Road
at speed, the lights change to red, so a downshift
is called for.  4-3-2-1-0, over the top of the block
and into the spokes goes the chain.  Rear wheel
locks, Speedy slides, spins and rolls with Editor still
firmly attached.  Minor scrapes and bruises to the
Editor’s person and dignity, a broken light fitting on
the trike and a marked lack of sympathy from Mrs.
Editor - “did you tear your jersey?”.  This being a
Christmas present from the combined Reuter-
Brandenburg clan.  Remember, new husbands can
be had free from various charitable organisations,
but cycling apparel costs MONEY…

Dutch Business

It seems that Flevobike are slowly but surely mov-
ing away from the recumbent bike business.  Pro-
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duction of some of their old models is being trans-
ferred to other manufacturers - notably Sinner -
though I undertand that the classic “hinged-in-the-
middle” models will continue to be available.  Plus
they’re said to be hard at work on the Alleweder’s
eventual replacement, the Versatile (below).  Their
new direction seems to be general high-techery,
including photography, desktop publishing, CAD-
CAM, TIG welding, CNC machining, etc. etc.

At the southern end of the country, however, Bram
Moens is most categorically still in the bicycle busi-
ness, as evinced by the reaction to his latest drool
object, the carbon-fibre Low Racer - see photo be-
low.  If the reaction of the members of the HPV and
Lowracer mailing lists is anything to go by, he’s onto
a winner.  The frame will apparently allow the con-
struction of a 8.5 kg bike, at a cost of some £1300
for the frame, with complete bikes starting at around
£2300.

Pedal Car Challenge

More details of the above - it’s being organised by
members of The RAF Search & Rescue Squadron
from Chivenor.  Entry fee is a tenner, which the or-
ganisers must get by June 16th - if you’re inter-
ested, give them a call on 01271 857216 or 01271
815331, or write to: Pedal Car Challenge 2001, A
Flight 22 Squadron, Search And Rescue, RMB
Chivenor, Branstaple, Devon, EX31 4AZ.

Vehicles must be home-built, not more than a me-
tre wide or 1.8 metres long, have a turning circle of
10 metres or less, a maximum seat height of 50
cm, maximum wheel diameter 20 inches, and a sin-
gle seater with two independent braking systems.
Teams consist of a manager, two nominated pit crew
members (who can also be riders) and up to ten
riders.  Teams must have at least one rider of the
opposite gender from the rest, just to make life in-
teresting...  Thanks to Robert Cornish for the info.
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Whizz And, Moreover, Hurtle

Hard on the heels of the new 200m sprint record,
dealt with in exhaustive detail elsewhere in this is-
sue, comes a couple of bits of extra news.  Firstly,
it appears that Team Yellowbike, the US outfit for
whom Young Master Robert English is competing
these days, have imported a new rider - none other
than multiple record holder Sam Whittingham.
Whether Sam will be able to make it to Brighton is
another matter entirely, but we live in hope.

My spies also tell me that Sam and the world’s sec-
ond fastest man Matt Weaver have been invited to
take part in an hour time trial on GM Opel’s 4-Km
high-speed oval in Dudenhofen. Racers include
current champion, Germany’s Lars Teutenburg, and
former (unofficial) world hour record holder Bram
Moens.  Should be a laugh...

Closer to home, I hear that at least three former

BHPC racers are being tempted back out onto the
track this year.  James Murphy is now apparently
allowed out at weekends, rapid Kingcyclist Pat Field
is alleged to be planning a comeback, and I have it
on good authority that Ian “Headbanger” Sheen is,
even as I type, off doing the “T” word in Majorca!
That, Mr. Sheen, is a bit too keen...

And Finally

Have you ever seen a portrayal of cyclists as cheesy
as this before? If so, please send me a copy for the
“Cheesy Cycling Pictures Hall Of Fame”.  We got it
from a French camp site last summer - the moun-
tain with the antennae on the top above the bloke’s
head is the Puy de Dome...
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It’s Your Letters, It’s Your Letters!
Someone who identified themselves only as “Vince” and “a new member of the Club”sent the follow-

ing.  Thanks, Vince (whoever you are #)

Having read “The Legendary Paul Davies Column!”
in your Newsletter Issue 63. When reading about
the Quasar motorbike it was said the idea of the
cabin motorcycle was first suggested in 1950. How-
ever, it was in fact much earlier than that - a com-
pany called OEC built a machine called the
Whitwood in 1934. It was based on the frame of
their OEC Atlanta - see below:

It had a full body with convertible roof and drop-
down wheels for when at a standstill.

There was a choice of engines with a 150cc &250cc
2 stroke or the 500cc & 1000cc side valve 4 stroke,
the latter of which was a V Twin then came the ohv
engines in 250,500 & 750cc but production was
stopped in 1936 and sales were minuscule while it
was available.
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Hi Dave and Tina,

With ref. to Issue 63 page 7 and the Danish time
trial bike, I think that I can see the logic of the de-
signer. I see it as follows -

1. Lowering the pedals means that the seat can be
lowered and so when the rider is on the tri-bars
(not shown in the photo) his body will be at a lower
height and therefore disturb less air than normal.
This effectively reduces the cross-sectional area for
drag. A similar effect was achieved by Graeme
Obree when he learned to ride with his legs bent to
reduce his overall height. It worked, but what a strain
on your knees - I don't know of anyone else able to
do it.

2. By moving the bottom bracket back this gives a
more powerful pedalling position for riding an 'up-
right' bike, (as used by Moser in his world record
rides) and makes it easier to get low on the tri-bars.

3. Apart from the promising ideas, the layout is prob-
ably outside competition regulations. But let us en-
courage people to try out new ideas. Invite him to
HPV races as he should qualify for our events.

John Lafford

Richard Brooks’ idea (Autumn 2000) is interesting,
but hard to execute. The only suitable velodrome
is Manchester, which is very busy and costs a fair
bit to hire. It doesn’t have speed traps, just a timing
system (which costs extra) with sensors twice a lap.
Hence it is impossible to get the instant speed at
the start of the run-down period.

Ralph Goddard says ‘a good rider on a poor ma-
chine will easily beat an average rider on a very
good machine’. If this were true we might as well
all pack up and get on with something more so-
cially acceptable. Fortunately it is wrong. As gNick
and I have proven, a fat git in the latest machine
can beat the usual winners in last year’s model,
given a fast course.

Ralph’s personal target is admirable in its way, but
I doubt anyone has exactly the same target. Many
attempts have been made to run ‘practical vehicle’
competitions, which tried to be  ‘definitive tests to
establish what the optimum design features would
be’. Unfortunately all such competitions are as in-
dividual and subjective as Ralph’s stated needs,
so we gave up attempting to run them. Even the
individual invalidates the idea. Ralph is small and
wiry and lives in the hills. I’m medium height, tend-
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ing to paunch and live on the flat. Our ideal bikes
will be different.

The good thing about the club is that everyone does
it different (a Norfolk expression, rarely applied
there) and we all steal the features we think we
can make use of. Remixing ideas is where design
trends come from. It’s good to see (from Frederik
van de Walle) that the low bike really is a faster
bike than the upright racer. Earlier unfaired styles
were disappointing in this respect. I see Ralph made
a low bike, much like the Ross Festina. His other
bike has the reverse forks and front drive like Dave
Richards’ Kestrel. He has given up his earlier Flevo
style drive, but attempted to keep some of its quali-
ties.

While I’m disagreeing, I already disputed with Paul
Davies about whither the BHPC. I saw last year as
very healthy - more full hard fairings, new trophy
winners, lots of new machines. The winner is pretty
new to racing faired machines and 2nd place is rid-
ing a machine that is just getting mature (it usually
takes a year to get a bike sorted). We are more
adventurous than most of the European clubs, who
seem to want to do conventional bike racing in a
different position. Exciting in its way, but not so dif-
ferent.

Actually, the HPV world only has 1 class - fastest
wins. Other classes are just there for those who
can’t do the time/money/skill/nerve for the out and
out challenge. It used to be that large (dis)organised
teams were required to go fast. Now single indi-
viduals can do it, which I see as a positive develop-
ment. Burble burble burble

Jonathan Woolrich

Hollyhurst, Main Street, Birchover, Derbyshire,
DE4 2BN

Virtual Racing; the Future?

As mentioned in the winter 2000 issue, my inter-
ests in HPVs are in the potential improvement in
efficiency they offer.  Currently, there are no means
of measuring a particular bike’s efficiency (say roll-
ing resistance and aerodynamic drag, weight etc).
This gives rise to the current situation where most
of the commonly accepted ‘knowledge’ (concern-
ing the efficiency of bikes) within the club are gen-
erated through observation, intuition, experience
and hearsay.  It is a situation that is clouded by
race results in which athletic performance has a
strong effect. I believe that if an analytical approach

were available, the results would be beneficial to
racers, designers and the HPV movement in gen-
eral.

Here’s how it might work.

1. Perform short tests on an indoor track (say
once a year) to accurately determine rolling
resistance and aerodynamic drag character-
istics of interested parties’ machines (and UCI
bikes).

2. Weigh each machine.
3. Use a spreadsheet or computer program to

enter the bikes into virtual races.  The races
would use identical power inputs and there
could be flat, hilly and mountainous courses
of any profile and length.

4. Results of the races could be published in the
newsletter.

Stage 1 is easier said than done. I am still investi-
gating it but I suspect that it is practically achiev-
able (see http://hal.kph.tuwien.ac.at/~cs/drag/
index.htm). It may require the club investing in a
datalogger that might be £200 or so.  It would also
need someone to organise it trackside. Stage 2 is
easy. Stage 3 is certainly achievable. There are
programs available on the Internet that could be
used for the calculation
( h t t p : / / w w w . a n a l y t i c c y c l i n g . c o m /
AnalyticCycling.html).  Doing a spreadsheet would
definitely be possible. Stage 4; imagine the argu-
ments that would create!

It would be nice to gauge the level of interest in the
idea.  E-mail me (richard@brooks95.fsnet.co.uk) or
write.  Perhaps we could bring it up at the next AGM.

Richard Brooks

Just a short note in response to Paul Davies, be-
moaning the lack of “that vital feature, street cred”.
I don’t know how much credence should be given
to it, but I can only speak from my own experience.

I’ve been a member of the BHPC for some time,
but only recently purchased an HPV. Nothing fancy,
just a PDQ, but with a Streamer fairing added. Eve-
rywhere I’ve been with it, it has attracted comment.
Most cyclists want to inspect it because it’s differ-
ent. Joe Public, apparently, can’t believe their eyes;
double-takes are common. Parking it normally
draws very appreciative groups of youngsters. At-
tention? Yes. Street cred? Who knows?

M Allen
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The Legendary Paul Davies Column!
Turbulence, Boats And Power Hubs

Those familiar with my fairings and body
shells will know I consider lightness more
important than rigidity. Usually fixed to a
machine with gravity and elastic bands,
they move and vibrate a bit on a rough
road.  This seems to have a greater than
expected effect on the speed of faired
machine.

Some years ago, I stuck wool tufts about
100mm long on various of my fairings
and I noticed that when the machine went
over a bump, the threads, which should
have been lying flat in the air flow, flicked
up off  the surface.  This appeared to
show the air flow had become
momentarily  detached.  It became
smooth again after a wave of turbulence
had passed along the panel, a bit like a
wave passing along a rope, when  you
flick the end, I imagine.  The constant
breaking away and reattachment of the
air flow obviously causes drag, which
doesn’t happen on an unfaired machine.
Even when the wool tufts lie down and
behave, the air flow extremely close to
the surface is regarded as turbulent,
rather than laminar, where air slides over
itself in layers, creating less drag - but
much chat amongst aero pundits, along
with the dimples on golf balls.

I had a friend who rubbed the gloss off
his nice shiny glider in a vain attempt to
reduce drag or improve penetration, or
something.  He came to the conclusion
however that the shine only made the
glider look nicer.

Has anyone ever seen references to the
effects of air flow over surfaces or bodies
that are subject to vibrations likely in a
ground vehicle?

After an inspirational ride on Tyson Rigg’s
wonderful touring catamaran on the
Thames at Henley, recently, I’m building
a similar one off machine.  Tyson has lent
me one of his beautifully made drive
units.  Like the underwater part of an
outboard boat drive,  a streamlined
fibreglass casing carries a splined hub
which is driven by a bike chain, through
a toothed belt to a hand carved propellor.
He’s built another of these units with
contra rotating props! Tyson’s boat uses
a conventional upright riding position.
Checked with GPS, I was riding at 4 - 5
mph, which  compared very well with a
canoe.  I reckon I could maintain this
speed for fairly long periods.  So decent
distances should be possible in a day.  If
anyone is interested, it may be worth
making some moulds...

The other day, I was chatting to Rob
Mather, who won a couple of unfaired
races back in 99. Following Mike Bur-
rows’ bit of  science article and Richard
Brooks’ requirement for accurate ma-
chine evaluation in the Autumn Newslet-
ter, we thought what a good idea it would
be, if the club owned one of those hubs
which measures power output, heart
rate, cadence and everything else you
can think of...  It could be hired to de-
serving club members who could then
accurately measure the effects of
fairings, tyres, go faster stripes etc.
Guesswork and exaggeration would be
thing of the past.  On second thought it
may not be such a good idea...
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With regard to Paul’s questions about airflow over
vibrating surfaces, “Richard’s 21st Century Bicycle
Book” says: “Another thing needed for aerodynamic
efficiency is a fairing with suspension, which ac-
cording to Mike Burrows, is necessary for a con-
sistent, smooth laminar flow with an efficient break-

off point.  A vehicle which is strongly aerodynamic
needs to be able to move with the wind.  If the fairing
id rigid and/or rattled by road shock, then the laminar
flow will be disrupted.”  See also Matt Weaver’s
comments on the construction of his machines else-
where in this issue.

The World’s Fastest Bicycle Compeition
And Related Stuff

Starting with an article from “The Times” back in January.  It may be charitable to
assume that Mr. Holt wrote it while still in a state of post-Millennium euphoria...

Jason Queally, the cyclist who emerged from ob-
scurity when he won Great Britain’s first gold medal
in Sydney, will attempt to seize the title of the fast-
est man on earth this year, it was revealed yester-
day. Queally, who became the first Briton since
Sebastian Coe to win gold and silver medals in the
same Olympic Games, has committed himself to a
project that will culminate in an effort to break the

Queally Sprints From Fast To Fastest
By Oliver Holt

From “The Times”, January 4th, 2001
land-speed record for a human-powered vehicle
(HPV).

The record, held by Sam Whittingham, an Ameri-
can (sic - Ed.), stands at 72.24 mph and is regarded
by sportsmen and purists as more deserving of the
“fastest man” tag than the mark set by Richard
Noble (Er, Andy Green? - Ed.) in his rocket-pow-
ered vehicle (jet, actually - Ed.). Queally will be able
to draw only on the power generated by his own
body when he makes his attempt on the record at
high altitude in October, probably in either Nevada
or Colorado.

Work on the technically advanced vehicle that
Queally will ride is expected to begin next week.
Designed by Chris Field, the man behind the Hotta
bike that Queally rode to glory at the Dunc Gray
Velodrome in Sydney, it will be built by Reynard,
the company that designs Formula One cars for
the British American Racing team and its star driver,
Jacques Villeneuve, and which has a reputation for
providing ground-breaking technology at its
Brackley factory.

The project will be known as the Blueyonder Chal-
lenge, after its principal sponsor, an Internet off-
shoot of Telewest Communications. The cost is
thought to be close to a quarter of a million pounds.
The project leaders are preparing to travel to the
United States next month to attempt to identify the
best location for the record attempt.

Queally, 30, will continue to compete as normal and
will ride in the world championships in Antwerp in
September so that he is in the best shape for the
record attempt.

Photo: Marc Aspland
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The finer details of
the design have
not been com-
pleted but it will be
made of the same
carbon-fibre hon-
eycomb that is
used in the manu-
facture of
monocoques for
Formula One
cars. The initial
idea of Queally ly-
ing on his back
within the bullet-
shaped two-wheeled vehicle, the normal position
in HPVs, has been scrapped. The cyclist, who lives
in Lancaster, will instead be in a semi-upright posi-
tion, although Field said yesterday that it would be
wrong to imagine him sitting down or being sup-
ported by a conventional saddle.

“That is the trick of the design,” Field said. “Jason
will be enveloped in a one-piece fuselage. You won’t
be able to see him when the vehicle is moving.
There won’t even be any evidence of the two
wheels, which will each be about a metre in diam-
eter.

“The best way I can describe his riding position is if
you think of his posture on his track bike and then
pivot him forward. He will be supported by his shoul-
ders. His crotch will be only semi-supported. He
won’t be on a normal saddle. He’ll look more like
Superman.

“The fact that Reynard are involved in the project is
vitally important because the professionalism and
the innovation of the company is unbelievable. The
idea is that the vehicle will not be any heavier than
a bicycle.

“I am a great admirer of what Richard Noble did
but, of course, I am biased in favour of this project
and it is more than just sitting in a projectile. This
will not be assisted by an engine. It won’t be as-
sisted by gravity. This record is the pure land-speed
record.”

The record, which stood at 68.5 mph for eight years,
was broken by Whittingham on a public road in
October last year at Battle Mountain in Nevada. In
an event that has been dominated by the United
States, the record is measured over the vehicle’s
fastest 200 metres and is not from a rolling start.

Queally may also
try for the records
for 500 metres
and one kilometre
at the same time.
A German attempt
on the record is
also thought to be
planned for this
year as interest
soars (Jan van
Eijden’s proposed
low-altitude at-
tempt with the
Whitehawk - Ed.).

Queally’s pursuit of a high-speed record is an ironic
twist for a man who was nearly killed four years
ago in a racing accident that left him with a horror
of competing against other cyclists on the same
track.

He was taking part in a race in Meadowbank when
he fell under the wheels of his opponents’ machines
and was speared by an 18-inch sliver of the wooden
track. The spike went through his back and pen-
etrated his chest cavity and the doctors said that
he would have died if it was not for the strength of
the chest muscles that he had built up when he
was a swimmer. He recovered quickly enough to
be able to ride competitively only months later but
the accident has left him with lasting psychological
damage.

Queally, who won gold in Sydney in the one-kilo-
metre time-trial and silver the next night in the team
pursuit on a hi-tech bike that cost £6000, added a
world championship bronze medal to that haul in
Manchester in October.

He has spent much of his time since the Olympics
engaged in promotional activities. “I’ve done lots of
television and radio,” he said. “I’ve been to see the
Queen a couple of times. I’ve opened a men’s
clothes shop in Preston and done a launch for Mo-
nopoly.

“My motivation for this attempt on the land-speed
record is really the prestige of being the fastest man
on earth. I’m hoping it might be reasonably finan-
cially worthwhile for me, too, because, despite the
gold, it’s still a bit of a struggle being a cyclist in
Britain. I suppose that’s only natural in a cricket,
rugby and football nation but maybe this will change
things a bit more for me.”

The Varna Mephisto at full chat
Photo: Rick Meyers
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Next, some background on Matt Weaver’s machinery
A “Brief” History Of Matt Weaver & His Bikes

I grew up near the coastal community of Santa Cruz,
California, west of Silicon Valley. I was a Soap-Box
Derby builder and racer as a kid and soon grew too
big to fit in my derbies. I talked of putting pedals on
a derby with my friends to race around the
neighborhood but never got around to doing it. I
was soon startled and inspired by a cover article in
Scientific American as well as a little handout from
the IHVPA. Learning of the organization and the
DuPont Prize stimulated my mind and my father’s.
But the prize was gone before I had any bicycle
built.

I graduated from high school and was admitted to
MIT and Berkeley and others. I decided to enter
the engineering school at UC Berkeley. I was a
Drake Scholar and graduated in Mechanical Engi-
neering. I started with plans to complete both the
computer science and electrical engineering pro-
grams, but was not quite able to complete both as
my focus ultimately shifted to control systems in
mechanical engineering with the plan to return and
complete graduate work in controls and computa-
tional fluid dynamics. After careful consideration of
my plans, I ultimately started my own business in-
volving engineering design and computational
analysis and have several major projects that are
still in process. I have continued my studies on the
side and receive “regular” job offers from time to
time that I have turned down much to my mother’s
dismay.

“Cutting Edge”

My first streamlined bike, the Cutting Edge, was
built in my freshman year of college. It was an ex-
periment in a new frame geometry and minimal fron-
tal area. I was told that such a low machine would
not be very ridable. I figured if it could be done then
a much smaller “package” could be created and I
was intent that I could find a way. The need for a
front wheel between the legs of all places became
evident, and it turned out more than fortuitous upon
examining sidewind influence and finding that not
only would the bike be very ridable but also handle
well in sidewinds!

I presented the design to the UC Berkeley college
team as a freshman but they declined interest and
I completed the bike on my own. The fairing was
completed in 1988 prior the Visalia event, but the
frame was not complete. The Cutting Edge fairing

was designed for a linear drive mechanism that I
decided to drop due to time constraints and instead
employ a conventional crankset. The leg motion of
the conventional crankset didn’t fit within the Cut-
ting Edge fairing - and thus the painfully-cut holes
and flexing latex and nylon liners and so on!

Upon completion of the frame of the Cutting Edge,
I immediately raced off on it to my delight and my
father’s! It was a big unknown other than the calcu-
lations until that point! I should note that my father
and I have enjoyed working closely over the years
as he enjoys the design and building of such vehi-
cles too! There was a little learning as to effectively
“lean steering” a low bike as I had always ridden
upright bikes prior. We had a trip planned in Lake
Tahoe, CA, only days after completing the frame. I
was so excited I brought the bike along. In the wide
parking lot at the base of Heavenly Valley I discov-
ered a key skill. As soon as I treated the steering
like a lean (or roll) “control stick” on a airplane “fly-
ing low,” I found I could handle turns very precisely
and confidently like I do bounding down a single-
track in a mountain bike!

The Cutting Edge was brought to the IHPSC in 1989
at Michigan, but we were not quite able to race due
to damage to the fairing and missing the schedule
changes in race times due to all the rain. It was a
big disappointment to not race. I had trained hard
for the hour run and had hopes of doing very well
in it on such a beautiful track. I did manage to get a
number of runs in on the frame unfaired, and was
reaching 41-MPH. When I finally got to run through
the traps, my first run actually went so fast that I
caught up to the previous streamliner passing
through and entered the traps before he exited, so

Cutting Edge at Michigan International
Speedway, 1989
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no official time was obtained. My second and final
run was in pouring rain splashing through puddles,
and some distance prior to the trap I accidentally
threw the bike into its highest gear and was unable
to reach the level to shift down and my speed was
a modest 37-something MPH.

In 1990 I raced the Cutting Edge on the Portland
International Raceway. I had problems with the
sprints due to the course. At the end of the 200-
meter trap each racer could go straight off a runoff
or else make the sharpest turn on the track and
return to the starting point. I had no crew to assist,
so I made the crazy turn. My first “warm-up” run
was my fastest, but I smoked the brakes and choked
and then carved to the inside of the turn and liter-
ally bounced the side of the fairing against the
sloped inside curb. The Cutting Edge veered to the
outside of edge of the turn and I almost went off the

track into the grass. That was unnerving, and I did
another run with even more brake smoke while still
in the 200-meter trap. I left it at that and figured I’ll
focus on the road race. My first sprint was good
enough for second place until the next day after
many repeated tries the UC Berkeley collegiate
team achieved a faster run.

The road race was intense for me. After a leisure
first lap with the pack, Freddy Markham took to the
lead in the Gold Rush. I followed, figuring I would
learn his “line” around the turns as I had never been
in any bike race nor did much road cycling. He was
very impressive moving around the course! He ac-
celerated hard and hit the turns hard. At the end of
the second lap I was a bit scared of the speed go-
ing into the turn, and was distracted by some pot-
holes before I realized Freddy had continued to slow
down more than I anticipated as we entered the
final turn. I realized I might slide out if I braked much
harder, and I didn’t want to dare to the inside of the
Gold Rush, so I took the outside three feet or so of
track left around the Gold Rush and found myself
leading the race at the start of the third lap!

From there I was running scared! I had no rear view
mirrors, no radio, no crew signaling to know my
position. My biggest concerns were vehicle failure
or crashing or Freddy doing a super acceleration
past me at the finish! I left the bike in one gear for
reliability reasons - ranging from about 34-MPH to
56-MPH, and found I could only pedal significantly
on the straights and coast or brake through the
turns. I reached 54-MPH then 55-MPH and finally
56-MPH on the main straight by the final two laps!
That felt great after the disappointing situation with
the sprints in the morning.

I never went around turns in a bicycle so hard in
my life either! Observers after said I was leaning
45 degrees through the turns, and some video I
saw suggests they were right! I learned the feel of
that first unexpected turn when I passed the Gold
Rush and kept within the bounds of it! It is a strange
feeling going through such large turns at speeds
and leaning so much and for so long! With the small
fairing of the Cutting Edge, my head was stuck ro-
tating with the bike and my whole world rotated on
edge as the g’s rose and I just held on tapping the
brakes and fine-tuning the lean as smooth as I could
to get through the turns.

In the end, I averaged 42.4-MPH for 20 miles while
pedaling about 1/2 the distance. I averaged just shy
of 45-MPH for the eight laps I led and exceeded
45-MPH average for my final two laps. The Gold

Matt & Cutting Edge in a B&B’s
garage, Adrian, Michigan, 1989

Cutting Edge frame & body.“MAT” actually
stands for “Matt’s Advanced Tinkering”

The Opposition - Gold Rush Le Tour
(Wheel covers made by Matt!)
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Rush was 1/2 mile (47 seconds) back and had been
beaten for the first time ever, and the entire field
had been lapped. I knew at that point that I could
set an hour record with the Cutting Edge on a good
track, but for various reasons such an effort was
never arranged. From riding tests it looked like I
could confidently average about 55-MPH for an
hour in the Cutting Edge (not quite enough for the
Dempsey Prize!). Regardless, my design efforts had
moved onto new possibilities in performance that I
was intent upon exploring and proving.

The Cutting Edge represents a first of its kind in
new bicycle designs – the first successful imple-
mentation of elements necessary for an extremely
low and compact rider position enabling substan-
tially superior aerodynamics. It is the pioneering of
a unique and characteristic geometry for which in
years following the Cutting Edge, the term “low
racer” emerged in Europe and is now commonly
used to describe it. Previously all “low” bikes were
considered uncontrollable in racing circles. A shift
in unlimited bicycle design occurred, and many
hundreds of custom and production bikes have now
been made in a manner after the Cutting Edge

frame and rider position. It is the dominant form
prevailing in “unlimited” or “HPV” bicycle racing
events. Interestingly, lacking the setting of any
world-records, few racers know of the definite ori-
gin of the “low racer” class.

“Speedbike”

Upon completing the Cutting Edge in 1989, my fa-
ther and I began experimenting with a number of
new design questions. First we experimented with
two front-wheel drive concepts to reduce the long
chain run. One used a bent muffler tube frame and
the other bonded aluminum tubes and two 17"
Moulton wheels. One with a twisting chain and the
other with a pivot joint for large low-speed steering
angles. Both worked beautifully! The fairing was
underway but not quite ready for Portland in 1990.
Ultimately we deemed this new bike a danger on
any road with cars or trees and have never raced
it. Speeds are simply too high. Small downhills are
terrifying, and though the rider could hop in and out
of it without a crew it remained rather “impractical”
since I wouldn’t dare ride it and didn’t like the thought
of others getting hurt in it.

Fast Freddy loses the lead, Portland 1990
Photo: Kevin Purell
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• Designed 1989, tested 1990, 1991, never
raced.

• demonstrated highly compact bike intended
for “unassisted” rider entry/exit with aerody-
namic performance equal or exceeding that
of the Cutting Edge.

• Experiment focused on compact frame geom-
etry. Two front-wheel drive systems designed
and successfully demonstrated (one with a
torque-joint jack-shaft, one with twisting chain).

• Variations of frame were also tested including
extreme “flat-on back” geometry.

The name “speedbike” was a meaningful term I
came around to using after 1988 in place of “HPV”
when explaining the bikes to those unfamiliar with
them. To be blunt here’s why: “HPV” is a general
acronym for “human-powered vehicle;” however, at
Berkeley where I was a student, “HPV” was gener-

ally understood as
“Human Papilloma Vi-
rus”, a sexually trans-
mitted disease that
was frequently dis-
cussed in the press at
Berkeley. Every time I
said “HPV” I spent an-
other minute clarifying
so I quit using the term
with those not familiar
with the “human pow-
ered” context.

“Kyle Edge”

For more details, see
elsewhere in this issue…

• Designed in 1991, failed to make in-
tended 1992 race, first raced in Octo-
ber 2000 (first race for Matt since the
Cutting Edge last in 1991).

• Currently (Jan 2001) second fastest
official top-speed bike in the world at
69.46-MPH, exceeding former top-

Gardner Martin aboard Speedbike #2, 1991
Gold Rush Le Tour frame in the background

Note utter lack of resemblance between this and
production “Gold Rush Replica” # - Ed.

Matt putting Speedbike #2
through its paces, 1991

Two views of the
Speedbike plug, 1990

Kyle Edge at speed at Battle Mountain,
2000.  Photo: Rick Meyers
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speed record set in 1992 by the Dexter-Hysol
Cheetah powered by Chris Huber.

• Has travelled continuously at nearly 70-MPH
for 3 Miles on IHPVA-legal course, and cov-
ered 5.4 miles on an IHPVA legal course in
under 5:00 minutes (current official “flying mile”
is slightly over 1 minute).

• Experiment in highly “laminar body” ground
vehicle with other refinements including sealed
wheels, and active ventilation.

• Intended for a top-speed run.
• Experiment that proved ability to pilot a bike

solely by video visual (no windshield).

“Virtual Edge”

• Designed in 1992, Fabricated partially in 1995,
pulled out of storage and completed in the Fall
of 1999. First extensively “laminar-flow body”
land vehicle of any kind Appeared on the Dis-
covery Channel, “Extreme Machines” Series,
in March/April 2000.

• Video visual system – first ever for a bike, pio-
neered and utilized as a way to achieve the
precision body aerodynamics otherwise diffi-
cult to achieve without elaborate windshield
fabrication methods.

• Advanced ventilation system, high-efficiency
single-stage front-wheel drive, vibration-con-

trol, “anti-pumping” disk wheel enclosures and
other firsts – a “rolling laboratory” as some call
it.

• First test runs at 56-MPH January 7, 2000 on
the Las Vegas Motor Speedway – a world-
record pace for the distance covered during
test, yet at minimal rider power levels (actu-
ally didn’t even break a sweat over 10 miles).
Full speed not approached due to alignment
flaw in steering geometry causing potential of
crash.

• Virtual Edge likely capable of 75-MPH for a
hour, representing one of the most efficient
human powered vehicles in existence along-
side the Cutting Edge, but it is limited to low
crosswind weather conditions.

• Experiment in highly “laminar body” ground
vehicle. Refinement on “Kyle Edge” employ-
ing computational fluid dynamics (with the help
of MIT Aero-astro Professor Mark Drela and
Harold Youngren) instead of partial analysis
used in “Kyle Edge.”

• Intended for hour time trial run on a super-
speedway or high-speed test track.

“Eta Edge”

Two variants, both employing lots of new advanced
features. Designed in 1995 and 1999. I’d like to fin-
ish them. I’m seeking support to do so. Tell your
friends! I’ll let you know what I discover when they’re
completed and tested!

Top view of Virtual Edge, 1999

Rear 3/4 view of Virtual Edge

1999 Virtual Edge sans video and cooling
system. Notice sealed wheels. My head is
cocked back more than I ride as there’s

plenty of headroom, and I’m also choked by
the helmet-strap. It’s more comfortable than

it looks in this photo!
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The other new machine at Battle Mountain was Sean Costin’s Coslinger Special
The Coslinger Special

In the Summer of 1999, Sean Costin and Thom
Ollinger, two of the major players in the HPV racing
world, teamed up to produce a new streamliner,
which was designed specifically to break 200m
sprint records. Thom’s brother Charlie performed
an immense amount of work to design the body
using cutting edge custom designed CAD programs
running on a Unigraphics workstation. The design
has only small side windows and a front camera
with corresponding LCD monitor for navigation.

Charlie Ollinger lives with his wife and daughter in
Portland, Oregon. Charlie was possibly the best
junior racer in Michigan back in the mid 1970’s,
having beaten the State Seniors champ on several
occasions. He’s been involved with HPVs since the
early 1980s,and was an official at the Portland
World Championships. While he now works for
ESCO Corp, he designed helicopters for Hughes
for 5 years and is one of the world’s top guys in
Unigraphics. He has made many developments in
the UG 3D design process. Charlie is a leader in
the design of high efficiency, low HP water propel-
lers for use in human power vehicles and has what
might be the world’s fastest hydrofoil in his garage,

designed to break 20 knots. The Coslinger Special
was designed around a 3D model Charlie made of
Sean, and everything fits like a glove. The bike is
designed for laminar flow, with special considera-
tion given near the ground. Charlie, Sean, and
Thom have proven to be a powerful team, as this
project nears its culmination.

Spring 2000

CAD design of the Coslinger Special has been com-
pleted. Thom received the paper templates from
Charlie, which enables him to cut the 2" foam sheets
into the exact shapes needed to form the fairing.
The pictures opposite (1 & 2) are of the foam sec-
tions all cut out and glued together, just before Thom
started sanding. The vehicle next to the blue foam
build up is Thom’s tub bike. Most of the pictures
were taken by Richard Myers.

After Thom sanded the ridges off, you can see the
real beauty of this shape. Does Sean really fit in
there? The nose and tail of the final CAD drawing
have been extended beyond that of the original CAD
drawing above. In photo 3, the Coslinger special is
ready for glass.

Preliminary concept CAD design
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Summer 2000

Thom and Sean have been hard at work. Thom
has finishes the Coslinger shell, while Sean is hard
at work on the drivetrain. In picture 4, the first cou-

ple of layers of Russian carbon fibre and Kevlar
tape have been laid up on the side of the bike.

Time passes... Much dust ensues. Picture 5 shows
the 9.5 foot long Coslinger Special shell after hav-
ing been sanded, filled, and painted:

Now it’s time to carve the foam out of the inside.
The bottom of the fairing was laid up with many
layers of carbon fibre and glass to allow it to be
very stiff. This is necessary as the bottom of the

1

2

3

4

5
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fairing is also the frame of the bike. The front
subframe bolts to the fairing, and the dropouts for
the rear wheel are bonded directly to the fairing.
After cutting the fairing in half, Thom gazes at his
handiwork - photo 6.

Meanwhile, Sean was hard at work constructing
the FWD drive system. Sean has had a lot of expe-
rience with FWD, and this latest design looks pretty
bullet-proof. The welding of the 1" x 2" square tub-
ing front sub frame was performed by Bill Murphy -
photo 7.

The BB was narrowed to 2" to give the bike as nar-
row a Q factor as possible. Note the huge (80
tooth?) chain ring and gearing step up in photo 8.
This bike has gearing to go 70+ MPH!

Photo 9 - Richard Myers tests out the battery pow-
ered backup camera system. He built the one pic-
tured below with off the shelf parts from

www.partsexpress.com for around $220. The pri-
mary camera system assembled by Sean uses a
bigger monitor and more configurable camera and
was more expensive. Remember when your mom
said that those video games are never going to help
you out in the real world? Welcome to the game
“HPV Racer”...

Fall 2000

Time to put it all together! Sean and Thom spent a
lot of overtime preparing the bike for an October,
2000 invitational speed run near Battle Mountain
NV. After searching a large portion of the western

7

8

9

10

6
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United States, Matt Weaver has located a very long,
smooth and straight and flat road that will provide
the perfect venue for breaking speed records. In
picture 10, the nearly completed bike sits in the fore-
ground, while Thom waits for the epoxy to cure.

Photo 11 - Sean takes a couple of laps at the
Northbrook velodrome with the top off before trying
it out with the camera and the top on. Sean esti-
mates he was cruising in the mid 30s without the
top. Nice lowracer...

The build team: L-R Thom Ollinger, Richard Meyers,
Sean Costin and Bill Murphy

Sean takes a couple laps with the top
on (photo 12), steering by looking at a
4" LCD screen, fed by a small camera
in the nose of the bike, eliminating the
need for a windshield and greatly im-
proving the aerodynamics. This
method was most recently used by
Matt Weaver on his Virtual Edge
streamliner. The side windows will al-
low Sean to navigate in case of a cam-
era failure. Thom is giving Sean the
international “what gives?” sign, be-
cause the two way radio stopped
working.

On Oct 1st, 2000, at the BAS ride HPV
races, Sean tested the bike on the
Milwaukee mile, in preparation for the
Nevada speed run, and proved not
only that the bike would be stable at
high speeds, but that he could ma-
noeuvre safely just by looking out the
side windows. The battery for the cam-
era system died half way around the
1 mile course, and he was able to navi-
gate it into the pit area under his own
power just by looking out the side win-
dows.

11

12
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The World’s Fastest Bicycle
Competition 2000

This took place between October 9th – 14th, 2000,
at Battle Mountain, Nevada, USA, and was con-
tested by the Varna team from Canada (riders Sam
Whittingham, Andrea Blaseckie and Paul
Buttemer), and Americans Sean Costin and Matt
Weaver.  This article is mostly distilled from the
words of Sean, Matt and Matt’s father, Dr.  John
Weaver.  Photos by Rick Meyers unless otherwise
noted.

Background

Matt: Years ago, I predicted some very high
speeds and efficiencies were possible - speeds near
75 mph for a bike like the Cutting Edge, and possi-
bly substantially higher with an “extensively laminar”
body.  But, there’s no place to run such a thing.
Finding a suitable speedway (1.5 mile banked oval
or greater) that would let a bike run on it for less
than $10,000/day was not easy.  A sprint site long
enough for the higher potential speeds and com-
parable to past sprint sites did not exist.  I decided
to locate one.  Ultimately it took an automobile
loaded up with a computer and lots of fancy instru-
mentation and custom software and electronics,
driving down the road and precisely surveying the
road “at speed.”  It was a fascinating project.  Soft-
ware designed to analyse the megabytes of data
yielded a few good locations after 2000 miles of
driving in October 1994.

I had the data, but it sat in my computer.  Sean
Costin heard of it, and offered to organise an event
with the location I found.  The top sprint teams would
run on it.  He made it happen, and interestingly
enough, the first day Sean ended up scheduling,
Oct 9, was the same exact day that I surveyed the
course.  To add to the “timing,” it turns out our
evening sprint run was within minutes of the pre-
cise time of day I drove through and surveyed the
course in 1994.  That’s when Sam broke the world
record, and I did my first run and unofficially hit 85
mph and officially reached 0.41 mph shy of the world
record.  A memorable moment in time!

The Course

Sean: The course is the Holy Grail of 200m
courses.  It is incredibly smooth and consistent.  The
slope is very comparable to the Alamosa County

And then it was off to…
course, but much longer and much smoother and
at half the altitude.  The course was discover by
Matt Weaver exactly 4 years ago.  We have been
working under some substantial threat of losing our
road closure permit and technical problems.  A
trucking company near the start area has been com-
plaining like hell.  The road closure signs were not
appropriate.  We still cannot get any radio commu-
nications from the timing area to the start and we
need to have 8 people along the course guarding
(previously unnoticed) ranch gates.  Many of these
problems have been worked out, but only through
extensive teamwork and effort, and sheer luck.

Matt: All sprints on an exceptionally long IHPVA-
legal course at much lower altitude (over 3000 feet
lower with approximately 14% denser air) than the
Cheetah and Gold Rush sprint sites.  Also, virtually
dead flat at the finish and flatter in the critical final
one and two miles than previous record courses.
Technically, it is a slower course than the previous
sprint courses.  But, the course represents an ex-
cellent benchmark course with the distance capac-
ity necessary for future higher-speed records.

Diary

Monday, October 9th - a.m.

Matt: Unable to get to the start zone due to road
block, ended up assisting by “catching” the Varna
and Coslinger racers in the shut-down zone.

Sean: We ran a morning session on Monday, but
the times weren’t too spectacular.  Sam was fast-
est at about 62 mph.  Paul Buttemer was at about
60.  It was a shakedown run for the Varna and
Coslinger teams.  Matt Weaver did not arrive in time
to compete, I ran at about 55 mph.

Monday, October 9th - p.m.

Sean: At 7:15 p.m.  October 9th Sam
Whittingham pedalling the Varna Mephisto, a bike
designed and built by George Georgiev, set an un-
official 200m flying start record for single rider hu-
man powered vehicles at high altitude at the Worlds
Fastest Bicycle Competition.  His time was 6.18
seconds which equates to 72.41 mph!  The previ-
ous World Record Holder’s time was 6.5 seconds
which equates to 68.72 mph.  Andrea Blaseckie,
also racing a Georgiev-built Varna bike, set a wom-

continued page 29
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World HPV Championships – Brighton, Sussex, UK
2nd to 5th August 2001

• Camping available at Brighton Racecourse August 1st to 5th

• University rooms available 1st to 5th

• Tie up with Spokesfest in Leicester, July 27th - 30th, which will include water events and air
demonstrations.  A ride from Leicester to Brighton is also being arranged.

Racing Programme
• Wednesday August 1st afternoon – Preston Park track available for practice/testing. Accom-

modation available.
• Thursday August 2nd - Track racing at Preston Park track - 580 m long, very smooth new

tarmac, shallow banking. The oldest track in the UK and very near the centre of Brighton –
Heats, final and Devil-Take-The Hindmost

• Friday August 3rd  - Criterium races in Hove park - 2 Km smooth tarmac, hilly circuit with fast
sections. Heats, semi-final & finals. Optional get-together meal in the evening.

• Saturday August 4th - 200 m Sprints on Hove Promenade – Kingsway. 50 m drag races. Trade
show and demonstrations.

• Sunday August 5th - Long circuit races at Goodwood motor racing circuit, near Chichester.
Circuit is 3.9 km in length and, being an former airfield, is relatively flat.  No really tight corners,
and the surface should be excellent. A chance to go really fast in safety.  Transport for regis-
tered competitors and non-race entrants and machines from Brighton to Goodwood and
back will be provided.

• Concurrent treasure hunt to get around Brighton a bit.
• Prizes for everything. Hand bikes especially welcome.
• Racecourse bar open August 2nd to 4th

You can find out more about Brighton on the internet, at http://visitbrighton.com

Rules
1. In the absence of international class rules, racing will be run under BHPC rules. Tail fairings are

allowed in the unfaired class. Where tail fairings do not conform to BHPC rules, they will be allowed
as long as they are not likely to give an unfair advantage. If you are in any doubt, please contact us
in plenty of time.

2. For riders whose head is exposed, a commercially made helmet that meets an appropriate standard
must be worn. Pure head fairings are not permitted.  For fully-enclosed vehicles, some form of
protection for the head must still be worn, such as an old style padded leather helmets.

3. Please ensure that you have provision for two A5 numbers on your vehicle, one clearly visible from
in front and one from the left side.  Although we will have electronic timing, numbers are still neces-
sary to enable us to identify riders easily - especially important for the commentator!

4. Rules of the road: To legally ride on the road in the UK, 2 independent braking systems are re-
quired.  In the case of a bicycle, one must be on each wheel - a fixed gear may be used in lieu of a
rear brake.  In the case of a tricycle with 2 front wheels, the front wheels must be braked together. A
red rear reflector is required at all times and full lights if riding after dark. You will need to be able to
make hand signals and to start and stop unaided.
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Cost
See entry form. Racing entry includes use of a transponder for the electronic timing system.  A deposit
for the for the transponder and mount(s) will be also payable - this is not included in the entry fee.

Accommodation
Two types of accommodation will be available:

1. Camping at Brighton racecourse.  £12 per pitch per night.  A pitch can accommodate as many
people as you, the competitor, can fit in.  Facilities at the race course include showers / toilets and
secure cycle storage

2. University rooms.  £12 per person per night - single rooms

Competitors can, of course, make their own arrangements, but we frankly doubt that you’ll find anything
cheaper in Brighton at this time of year #

Note to other Editors - please feel free to reproduce the details and entry form in your magazines

Please send completed forms and cheques to:

Dave Larrington
166 Higham Hill Road
London E17 6EJ

If possible, please include a photograph for the event programme - we will return
photographs at the event to save postage.

On-line registration and payment should also be available shortly via:
http://www.bhpc.org.uk

For news and updates, sign on to the mailing list at:
whpvc2001-subscribe@egroups.co.uk

For more details, special requirements, accessible accommodation, please contact
the event co-ordinator:

Jonathan Woolrich
Tel: +44 (0) 1784 436796 (evenings / weekends)
e-mail: protobikes@compuserve.com
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Entry form for WHPVC, Brighton, UK, August 2nd-5th 2001
About You…
Entrant:Male/Female/Junior (under 16) Age .... (optional)

Name:

Address:

Country:

Phone:

e-mail:

Vehicle details: 1 transponder per entry - can be used on more than 1 vehicle

Vehicle Name:

Preferred race number:

Description / History:

Class (please circle all which apply):
Faired Unfaired Multi-Track

(unfaired only)
Arm-power Multi-Rider
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Accommodation - available August 1st

- 5th
Number required Price

University rooms: £12 per person per
night: (*)
Camping pitch: £12 per night
Get-together meal in Brighton - August
3rd: £7 (*)
Entry Fee for all races, breakfast,
transport to Goodwood, programme,
T-shirt, results, prizes, insurance and
anything else we can think of:
Pre-paid: £45
At the event: £50
Junior entry - includes all of the above:
£10
Non-racing entry - all the above except
race entry:
Pre-paid: £20
At the event: £25

Day entry - racing only  - per day: £10

Total:
* - university rooms and meal must be booked in advance
Please use this space to provide any other information you think relevant #
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en’s record in the same event as well, travelling
54.04 mph.  The previous record was 51.84 mph at
8.630 seconds All runs were in legal wind condi-
tions and on a legal surveyed course.

Matt Weaver reported that he had his bike over 80
mph, but shut down early due to some wind buffet-
ing and concern over some bridge structures near
the timing area.  Weather conditions were ideal -
approx.  65 deg.  F and very light winds.  Results
are unofficial.  They must be approved by the
records committee before becoming official.
Weather in the area is going to be very bad (rain)
for the next three days.  The morning session on
Tuesday has been cancelled.  Hopefully we can
get more legal runs in.

Matt: I suited up and climbed inside and was
closed up in the “Kyle Edge” for the very first time
with the new body and using video.  It was my first
time fully enclosed in the bike since 1993, where I

had one brief ride in it fully-faired.  It was the first
time for me to ever to do a “real” top-speed sprint
attempt in my life!  First time to ride the bike at all
with the new body skins only days old.  I fired up
the video and radio link and also used a “jet fighter”
like breathing apparatus (piped to external air) for
the first time.  Lots of new stuff to assimilate real
quick.  I took off at the starter’s cue and began pro-
gressively spinning out each gear.  Oh how intense
it was to actually be doing a sprint!

Adrenaline was high, and I was clearly pedalling
far too hard too early, but I’m glad I did.  As I spun
out a gear, I shifted to the next.  Things got pro-
gressively intense as the vibrations and sound rose

Andrea Blaseckie at speed

Sam Whittingham gets a ticket from the
Nevada State Police...

Jeff Caswell assists Matt Weaver

The Kyle Edge with its top off...
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to say the least!  I intended to perform some “han-
dling” drills where I laterally shifted the bike in a
controlled manner as my speed rose, but I got pre-
occupied pedalling and just hanging on as the bike
sped up.  Time seemed to flash by, and spinning
out again, I went to shift into the next gear - but it
would not go.  I double-checked, and I was in the
highest gear and spinning out!  I verified it was in-
deed about 110 rpm.  I realised then this was well
in excess of 80 mph (and later calculations and
pursuit-car witness indicated I was doing about 85
mph).  The bike was getting buffeted about inter-
mittently to boot.  No surprise I guess.  But abso-
lutely terrifying, to say the least!

My head was in a rush for a moment realising what
was happening - a bit like the day I beat the “un-
beatable” Gold Rush in my first race in Portland in
1990!  I knew the potential was there, but it is an-
other thing to be experiencing new speeds as they
unfold.  To think I was in such rarefied territory go-
ing as fast as I was on a bicycle powered by mus-
cle alone, and I didn’t even know until I was already
there!  Wow!  It was all sort of surreal in the little
cockpit humming along and watching a flat video
screen as things race by and knowing my body is
just inches off the ground - flying as low as it can
go!

I checked my radio contact again, and still no
connection (we later found the carbon-fibre body
attenuated the signal too much).  I pedalled a while
longer, but I was getting intermittently buffeted
around beyond my comfort level to say the least,
and furthermore I had agreed to reduce speed in
the event of radio contact failure as they are my
“eyes” for any stray car or other hazard in the dis-
tance.  I was also concerned about the timing trap
zone, which had been set further down-course than
planned - literally a bridge crossing over a dry river
through the 200 metre trap.  I was not yet comfort-
able with the steel rails of the bridge, or worse yet if
I veered off the road near the bridge I might do an
“Evel Knievel” across the dry river canyon and be
seriously injured.  For the next two miles, I remained
in top gear, but spun lightly and then coasted until I
neared the finish.  My speed slowly ramped down
from 80, 75, 70 and eventually near 65 mph at the
trap.  I pedalled briefly just before the traps, and
coasted again as I went through the 200 metre trap.

Turns out for my first “real” sprint attempt ever, on
the evening of October 9, and riding the 1992 Kyle
Edge, I officially went through the 200 metre trap in
legal winds at 6.55 seconds or 68.32 mph.  It was
the fastest first-run on the course and a mere 0.41

mph shy of the world sprint record of 68.73 mph,
and well above the DuPont Prize record.  Quite a
first run!  I was a little annoyed knowing I could
have hit the pedals a few times and easily cracked
the world record!  But, at the same time I was elated
for what happened mid-course - the phenomenal
speed was enough to strongly indicate even my
never-raced 1992 “Kyle Edge” was in fact exten-
sively laminar, and my long-standing inquiry in a
true extensively-laminar body ground vehicle was
validated for me right then!

After the run, I carefully examined the bridge zone
for safety considerations after the run, and found it
acceptable for higher speeds.  I was quite enthusi-
astic looking forward to additional runs!  I also
checked the course survey for any slope variations
that might otherwise explain the tremendous speed.
The slope is slightly greater at about 3 miles, at
about 0.77% for a limited run, but that is far insuffi-
cient to account for some “speed bubble” due to a
possible “dip” in the course.  It was interesting to
meet several persons that approached me after my
sprint who were mid-course and were quite enthu-
siastic in expressing how fast I appeared to blast
by them.  They were eager to know just how fast I
went!

Unfortunately, bad weather arrived later that night
and was not to leave soon.  The temperature
dropped, and it started raining and snowing.  The
storm system persisted the entire week, letting up
only late Friday.  Even so, the weather was remark-
ably co-operative just at the times of day the sprints
were scheduled.  We were able to get quite a few
runs in considering how adverse the conditions oth-
erwise were.

For me, however, after the first run I had serious
technical problems - primarily with the rear wheel
“grinding” against the bodywork intensely.  Fortu-

Sam (standing) & Andrea at the timing
traps.  Photo: Paul Gracey / HPV News
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nately I did not have any blowouts, but the source
of the problem was not easy to pinpoint and not fun
to deal with while racing down the road.  Correc-
tions were made, only to reveal additional details
in the nature of the flaw when it emerged again on
the subsequent runs.  In a nutshell, we ultimately
found that the rubber isolation mounts that the body-
work rested on were partially decayed (8 years in
storage!) and were loosening with additional rid-
ing, resulting in a “loose” body on the frame that
shifted due to pedalling and aerodynamic forces.
One other flaw was found in the frame.  The solu-
tion for the time being involved lots of additional

bracing, including even wire to triangulate the struc-
tures in a manner sufficient so that I might get at
least one additional “good” run.

Tuesday, October 10th – a.m.

Matt: Rain

Tuesday, October 10th – p.m.

Matt: High winds.  Ran bike easy, rear wheel
grinding.  Coasted through traps.  Adjusted fairing
alignment after run.  Repaired front wheel disk cover
again.  After every sprint, melt-down occurred on
front disk periphery near braking surfaces, requir-
ing routine disk repair after each run.

Sean: Tuesday night we ran, but did not have
legal winds, they were 2-3 times legal wind speed
from the side.

Wednesday October 11th – p.m.

Matt: Rain

Wednesday October 11th – p.m.

Matt: Intense rear-wheel grinding every pedal
stroke.  Rubber smoke filling inside of bike.  Fortu-
nately running tire with rather thick black rubber
walls.

Sean: Tonight winds were legal, and 2 unoffi-
cial world records were con-
firmed.  These runs are very
significant.  Sam now has a
backup run within 5% of his
record run and so and so does
Andrea.  This is a new require-
ment of 200 m records.  Matt
reported severe rubbing dur-
ing his run, so he didn’t finish
well.  I rode my legs off and
still didn’t come close to his
speed.  I think it’s time to
change my timing strategy.

Thursday October 12th –
a.m.

Matt: Unable to make
run - discovery of failing iso-
lation mounts, up all night at-
tempting to repair but not
ready by 6 a.m.  departure to
the race site.  Watched sprints

Sean Costin out for a bike ride...

Singing for their supper...  Riders, crew and  officials await the arrival
of the local high school students.  Photo: Paul Gracey / HPV News
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and assisted official observers.  Resumed repair
work throughout day.

Sean: I was the only one to run in the morning.
The temperature was 32 deg.  F.  The Varna
windshields were fogging and frosting.  I almost ran
off the road because my camera iris was improp-
erly set and I thought I could make do.  I went about
59 mph.

Thursday October 12th – p.m.

Matt: High winds.  Ready to go, bike sealed up
the most perfect yet.  Opted to not run since not
safe or legal because of high winds (no runs that
night had legal winds).  I hesitate to mention this,
but I also had to go to the...  in a very bad way.  It
was a combination of cold weather, sitting in the
cockpit a very long time, stress, and maybe too
much liquid before the sprint.  Had the weather been
better, I was ready and willing to...  and race any-
way.  Glad in a way that I didn’t have to go there.

Sean: At night, I decided to try to add some
weight to carry momentum to the flatter end of the
course.  The result was an even slower time.  We
had some strong crosswinds that didn’t die until Paul
Buttemer ran.  Unfortunately, his chain came off at
the 1 km mark as he hit 62 mph.  He finished with a
59 mph on a coast.  Sam Whittingham finished with
a 64 mph, but shut down when he hit some strong

gusts near the finish line.  Matt chose not to run
this morning and also this evening due to condi-
tions.  Tomorrow will most likely be our last day.

Two views of the business end of one of the Varnas.  I think these photos are by Jeff Wills...
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The weather looks good, so the record could get
pushed up.  I hope Matt can finally uncork one.  Our
bike is stuck in the low 60’s.  I think it matches fa-
vourably to the Varna in aerodynamics, but the po-
sition of the [Varna] rider is so upright that Sam’s
power is making a huge difference.  Matt just needs
to get off a legal trouble free run.  Tomorrow will be
his last day to try.  I have learned so much at this
event.  We have all shared our ideas, but Matt re-
ally has taught us about laminar airflow and dem-
onstrated some other design concepts that can
have significant effect on speed.  Despite results
that are less than I expected, I am having a great
time playing around with our bike and learning from
the two best teams on the continent.  We are al-
ready talking about next year and tinkering with
ideas for a structure that would have a qualifier on
another course that will be easier to close.  This

would allow more racers to compete.  However, I
have my reservations about organising something
like this by myself again; it is very distracting when
you are trying to compete, especially if the event is
larger.  If someone is interested in being an organ-
iser for next year, please contact me.  The Battle
Mountain Chamber of Commerce is submitting a
grant request to the Nevada Department of Tour-
ism.

Friday October 13th – a.m.

Matt: Run starts good, no pedal-induced rear
wheel rubbing.  Looks like we finally might get a
fast run!  Sorry, not yet.  At about 55 mph, pedal-
ling-independent grinding emerged and increased
in intensity as speed increased and would not stop.
Rubber smoke in cabin again.  Tire holds up through
duration of course to shut down zone.  Exasper-
ated, frantic repair work on frame and mounts per-
sists for 6 hours before evening run.  Down to the
“wire” again, quite literally, I use wire in creative
ways to mend the bike sufficient to race.  Hopes
high that repairs will be sufficient this time.

Friday October 13th – p.m.

Matt: Finally no rear wheel grinding!  Looks like
I’ll finally get my second good run in!  Reached 70
mph about 2.5 miles from timing trap, and ease off
to focus power near finish.  Finish approaches, and
realise speed dropped too much and remaining dis-
tance short.  Shift down one gear and pedal all the
way through the timing trap for the first time at nearly

110 rpm and accelerating.
Poor timing, too late, but it is
officially 69.46 mph, breaking
the 68.73 mph world sprint
record and not bad for my sec-
ond run free of technical prob-
lems!  In addition, my on-
board video (what I see in the
cockpit as I race down the
road) was recorded onto tape
as I drove with an on-board
recorder!  Quite a ride!

Sean: Sam Whittingham
and the Varna team remained
the fastest despite a late
surge by Matt Weaver.  On
Friday night Sam upped his
unofficial old record with a
new world record of 6.15 sec.
which equates to 72.74 mph.
Designer and builder George

“One day I’ll have one of these...”
Photo: Paul Gracey / HPV News

Sam explains the whys and wherefores.  Note expression of second girl
from left...  Photo: Paul Gracey / HPV News
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Georgiev has finally obtained the title he had pur-
sued for 20 years.  His persistence, innovative de-
signs and top notch racing team are a model for
our sport.  Sam Whittingham is in peak physical
condition and a perfect match for George’s designs.
Matt Weaver eliminated the tire rubbing problem
and came in very strong with a 6.44 sec 69.46 mph
run which is faster than the Cheetah record.  I came
in third that evening with a 7.12 sec which equates
to 62.83 mph - a personal best.  Paul Buttemer
came in fourth with a 7.24 sec effort at 61.79 mph.
All these runs were legal.  Bill Gaines of the IHPVA
Records Committee was in attendance to witness
the runs.

After the runs we all went back to the hotel lobby to
see the recorded video from Matt’s navigational
camera.  When we went to look at mine, it was up-
side down because I mount my monitor upside
down because it is easier to mount.  We eventually
turned the TV upside down so that everyone could
see it.  Matt’s run was good enough that he thought
he should try again Saturday morning…

Saturday October 14th – a.m.

Matt: Last run I’ll get.
Cold conditions (Sub-
freezing, with slight head-
wind), but I’m excited and
shooting for a 75 mph run.
Some complications in the

morning - bike fell over and video airfoil mount
caught table corner and smashed into pieces.
Barely managed to repair video, but determined to
get run in.  Start easy and experimented with faster
cadence while sub-60 mph.  Accelerate to 70 mph
about 3 miles from trap, realise it is a little early in
sprint but decide to maintain speed and maybe go
for 80 mph.  Mistake.  Find myself tiring prema-
turely and end up merely maintaining a 70 mph pace
for final 3-miles and ease through traps at 68 mph.

Sean: To give you an idea of the camaraderie
we had, Sam spent a considerable amount of time
coaching Matt on how to time his effort on the
course.  The morning was cold.  31 degrees F.  Matt
had a time of 6.53 seconds with legal wind, but it
was not enough.  Paul Buttemer also ran with a
time of 7.59 seconds, with winds in excess of the
legal limit.

I enjoyed hearing the coyotes calling to each other
in the distance as the run began to rise.  This was
the only run I missed.  Thom Ollinger and Rich
Myers had left for the 35 hour drive home to Ohio.
My run on the previous night was timed very well

L-R: Sean Costin, Sam Whittingham & Matt Weaver.  Photo: Paul Gracey / HPV News
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and I knew that I would not be able to improve any
more without major reconstruction.

Everyone left on Saturday morning with a smile on
their face - the racers, their crews, the officials and
the local volunteers that helped make this event
possible.  It was a great event.  excellent course,
wonderful people, fantastic bikes, and impeccable
officiating.

Credits:

Sean: I would like to express the gratitude of all
the racers and crews to Doug Mills of Mills Phar-

macy, the Battle Mountain Chamber of Commerce,
Michelle Hammersmark of Battle Mountain High
School and her Physics and Chemistry students,
Shar Peterson of the Battle Mountain Chamber of
Commerce, J.P.  Marden of the Nevada DOT, Larry
Lutzow of the Lander County Sheriff’s Office and
all his deputies, Jim White of the NDOT Mainte-
nance Station, and all the volunteers and specta-
tors who marshalled the course.  We also owe a
great deal of gratitude to our officials and helpers
who took a week out of their life assist us in reach-
ing greater heights in our sport.  Officials: Paul
Gracey and Slim Holman with help from Dexter (I
never got your last name) and Jeff Caswell.  Thanks
also to Bill Gaines who assisted and guided us from
the start and Carole Leone who supplied her ex-
pertise.  We also thank the people of Battle Moun-
tain and the people we inconvenienced during the
road closures.  We enjoyed our stay and your warm
welcome.  We hope to be back next year.

Matt: Tremendous effort and expense pre-
ceded the event.  Countless hours in training and
vehicle design and preparation by each team.
Preparation and practice by the selfless official ob-
server crew of Paul Gracie, Slim Holeman, Dexter
Bacon, Jeffrey James Caswell, and Bill Gaines.  The
video documentary work of Bo Boudart.  Count-
less hours of contacts and arrangements and thou-
sands of dollars in expense by Sean Costin.  Nearly
a month of effort and thousands in specialised
equipment necessary for the 2000-mile road sur-
vey that located the site by Matt Weaver.  Weeks
and thousands in testing and refinement on the
Montreal test track by the Varna team in the sum-

L-R: Kyle Edge, Virtual Edge, Varna Mephisto, Coslinger Special

World Record Holders: Sam Whittingham
and Andrea Blaseckie
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mers of 1998 and 1999 to refine their bikes and
sprint timing to enable such record performances.
The co-operation and time put forth by the people
of Battle Mountain, Nevada, especially Michelle
Hammersmark and Doug Mills and many local high
school seniors.  And, finally the efforts of the many
crew members and volunteers that made each
team’s performance possible – Charlie and Thom
Ollinger, Richard Myers, Neil Carson, Gardner
Martin to name a few.  Special thanks to them all!  I
also want to express my thanks to my father, John
Weaver, who has long stood by and believed in me,
and my mother, Janet, who does likewise in spite
of how much she doesn’t care for such high-speed
two-wheeled pursuits.

Summary Of Results

What’s Next?

Sean: The Varna team is still interested in the
hour record, but development is slowed due to the
stroke George suffered earlier this year.  Sam is
building upright and recumbent bikes full time now.
In fact I have already put a down payment on one.

He wants to build customised low racers and higher
performance recumbents.  Considering his racing
experience, I think he will do an excellent job of
taking the racer’s interest at heart.  He is also con-
sidering building small carbon disk wheels similar
to those used on the Varnas.  His bike company is
called Forte!  He can be reached at
swhittingham@home.com.

Matt Weaver will return to his pursuit of the Hour
record.  The Virtual Edge, though unbelievably ad-
vanced, has some alignment problems that are dif-
ficult to fix.  The Kyle Edge will probably sit in re-
tirement again.  Matt was even planning on build-
ing a new bike for this competition with only 2
months to go, but it had to be cancelled because
the program to make the CNC moulds was flawed
and there wasn’t time to fix it.  It seems like he has

at least 2 more bikes on his mind.  One of them
involves 3 wheels.

The Coslinger team will be looking to make modifi-
cations to improve the possibility of obtaining
laminar flow.  We will also move our camera above
the bike to get a better perspective of the road.  Matt
Weaver offered to analyse our shape using some
computational fluid dynamics software he is work-

Rider Time Speed (km/h) Speed (mph)
Sam Whittingham 6.15 117.03 72.74*
Matt Weaver 6.44 111.76 69.46
Sean Costin 7.12 101.14 62.86
Paul Buttemer 7.24 99.42 61.79
Andrea Blaseckie 8.28 86.95 54.04*
* - World Record, to be ratified by the IHPVA.  Previous 200m World Records:
Chris Huber 6.51 110.60 68.73
Rachel Hall 8.63 83.43 51.84

Sam engages in some machine-prodding.
Photo Paul Gracey / HPV News

The forgotten man? Paul Buttemer holds
forth.  Photo: Paul Gracey / HPV News
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ing on.  It appears to us that our bike is better suited
for a 1 hour event rather than a 200m due to the
laid back position and lower peak power potential.
I am anxious to give it a try on an oval course.
However if we go for a record, we’ll need to find
someone who likes to train.  Perhaps Frederik van
de Walle will be interested.  I think we were pretty
successful considering that this is the first version
of the bike, it was completed only days before the
event and I had trained less than 100 miles in the 2
months prior to the event.  I think our bike is aero-
dynamically sound and has the smallest frontal area
of any fully enclosed bike I have seen.  When we
run in Battle Mountain again, we will run with a taller
top, so I can sit more upright to get better sprinting
power.

The Bikes

Sam Whittingham, Andrea Blaseckie and Paul
Buttemer were all using variations on the well-
proven Varna theme.  Front wheel drive, with the
rider sitting more or less on the floor of the shell.
The lower part of the shell provides most of the
structure of the vehicle, with a tubular frame to con-
nect the transmission and the steering to the hull.
The top part of the fairing is unstressed.

Matt Weaver’s machine, the Kyle Edge, was origi-
nally intended to make its competition debut at the
1992 IHPSC, but… Matt takes up the story:

“Most of you may have heard of the 1995 “Virtual
Edge” that was pulled out of storage and had some
public exposure in the Fall of 1999, and probably
the “Cutting Edge” that I last raced in 1990 and
1991, which upset the Gold Rush.  Surprise, I have
more bikes!  In 1992 I built the “Kyle Edge” for the
1992 International Speed Championships put on
by Chester Kyle, who was behind the 1984 and
1996 US Olympic track bike projects.  Unfortunately,
the “Kyle Edge” was not quite complete and I was
so exhausted I was doing well to just observe the
event.  Chet was disappointed and never knew what
I had produced.  He would have been happy to see
me in the Cutting Edge and I would have surely
done well.  Chet was my early inspiration for racing
and designing these bikes, and I was hoping to
present a new bike for his event.  I managed in-
stead to ride briefly with Kingcycle rider English-
man Pat Kinch, the world hour record holder at the
time.  We were feeling strong but prematurely broke
the driveshaft in a sprint on Tom Traylor’s beautiful
tandem boat.

For the “World’s Fastest Bicycle Competition”, I was
rapidly preparing a new “2000” bike, but machining
delays precluded completion in time for the race.
With a mere week to go, instead of repairing the
“Virtual Edge,” I made the decision to pull out the
never-ridden “Kyle Edge.” Never painted, boy was
it rusty and dirty.  Living near the ocean doesn’t
help.  The “Kyle Edge” was my first attempt at an
extensively “laminar boundary layer” body.  It has
many fascinating attributes, but was quickly super-
seded by my design efforts with the “Virtual Edge.”
It has some flaws, but I suspected it might go as
fast as I would care to.  It possesses better crash
protection - an “over the head” steel frame, exten-
sive 1-inch thick carbon-nomex honeycomb roll-
cage members and other attributes.

Six days and counting, I retrieved and began fixing
up the rusty Kyle Edge.  My father and I vacuum-
bagged a new body skin from the moulds due to
storage and other damage to the previous body.
Things got down to the wire in preparation, and
Gardner Martin of Easy Racers and his brother and
nephew paid a visit and really saved the day.  I
cannot say enough how grateful I am for Gardner’s
insight and generosity in dropping what he was
doing and spending hours with me and my father
the last couple of days scrambling to ready the bike.
It’s a real assurance to just have another stop for a
moment and assist in your efforts at such times.
He even anticipated the weather and offered the
use of his van over my dad’s truck.  I also cannot
thank my father enough either for working with me
through this entire process.  Lots of stress and work.
Also special thanks to my brother John Weaver for
his work, and friends Aric Stewart, Clifford Krebs,
and John Bigbee and others many years ago for
their time and effort in building the “Kyle Edge.” One
interesting side-note - the sprockets and other parts
I designed for the Kyle Edge - were machined on
the same exact CNC mill as the first “Rock Shox”
suspension forks were made!”

Sean Costin’s Coslinger Special was conceived by
Sean and fellow HPRA racer Thom Ollinger, with
the CAD design done by Thom’s brother Charlie,
and was built by Sean, Thom, Bill Murphy and Ri-
chard Meyers.  Mechanically and structurally it’s
similar in concept to the Varnas, but as per Matt
Weaver’s machinery, it uses a video system for for-
ward vision.  Though unlike either of the “Edge”
bikes, it does have a couple of little windows in the
side for emergency use.
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George Georgiev – by Matt Weaver

One note regarding the Varna Team and George
Georgiev: Back in 1988, I was building the Cutting
Edge in hopes of racing it that year, but it was not
yet complete.  That year I watched my first IHPSC
held conveniently in Visalia, California.  There I dis-
covered the works of George Georgiev.  Funny
thing, both my father and I excitedly returned and
reported to each other only to find ourselves ex-
pounding about the work of the same fascinating
guy - Georgiev.  We talked about him nearly the
entire trip home.  It was not until 1990 that I would
see him again, where he had powerhouse U.S.
Olympic Sprinter Bobby Livingston riding for him.  I
watched Georgiev closely every chance I got, and
to my surprise, before the awards ceremony at the
hotel he took me aside and shared many kind and
encouraging words with me.  I couldn’t ask for any-
thing much better than that.  I recall him express-
ing, “Matt, my friend, I’ve seen the future…!” How
exciting those words were!  I saw the future right
then too.  I realised then that of anyone, it would be
him to create a fast bike like the Cutting Edge in his
own fascinating way.  I eagerly awaited his crea-
tions.  Sure enough the two-wheeled Varnas
emerged, and I enjoyed observing the many
achievements of George Georgiev with Sam
Whittingham and Paul Buttemer.  George Georgiev
has long been one of my heroes, and it hurts a great
deal to sense what he must be going through now
with his stroke.  He’s an amazing person and I would
not be surprised to see him overcome his current
condition in equally impressive ways.  I must ad-
mit, I’m very glad he’s captured the world record
sprint at this time.  It has been a 20-year quest for
him, and he has done it well.

Postscript - by The Editor

Some of us in the BHPC got wind of a by-invitation
competition a couple of years ago (though my in-
terpretation was that this event would have been
held at the PMG Technologies track in Blainville,
Quebec), and were able to pass on the details of
assorted European teams who might be interested
in attending.  For one reason or another, things
didn’t happen that way, but I hope that if the Battle
Mountain event is repeated, a few teams from this
side of the pond manage to attend as well.

As reported elsewhere, Jan van Eijden, the World
Sprint champion, is anxious to bring the 200 m
record to Europe.  He is said to be planning an as-
sault in May 2001, either on the Opel test track near
Frankfurt, or Continentals’ track near Hannover, and
is tilting at 120 km/h – 74.6 mph.  The bike is to be
the Whitehawk, as used by Lars Teutenberg and
Axel Fehlau for record breaking runs in the recent

Jan van Eijden tries the Whitehawk chassis

Whitehawk in the wind tunnel
Whitehawk pics from www.speedbike.de
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past.  And in marked contrast to other projects, this
bike exists, and indeed has been photographed with
van Eijden aboard.

Please don’t get the impression that I, your Editor,
do not want Jason Queally’s attempt to succeed.
However, I can’t help but think that the project’s
chances of success might have been substantially
increased had they paid at least some attention to
what twenty-five years of hard-won experience has
taught the HPV world.  Specifically that minimum
area, of both the frontal and surface varieties, is
the number one priority.  The Blueyonder device’s
alleged use of one-metre diameter wheels might
just make that a tad difficult to achieve "

Opposite and left: Three “artists impressions of Jason
Queally’s machine.  Information received recently

indicates that the machine might not be a prone after
all - see below.  The device on the left looks uncannily

like the stillborn Hotta/Graeme Obree project - I
wonder if they are by any chance related...

QUEALLY, QUEALLY FAST SHOW JASON FLIES AGAIN
By Trevor Baxter

From “The Manchester Evening News”, March 9th, 2001
Jason Queally was the quickest thing on two wheels
at last year’s Olympic Games as he brought home
Britain’s first gold medal from the Sydney sporting
festival. Now the turbo-charged cyclist plans to be
the fastest human on the planet with an attempt on
a world land speed record.

Shortly after his golden moment in Australia,
Queally was urged by former Olympic champion
Chris Boardman to maximise his newly-acquired
star status. And this record bid, likely to be in
America in September, is just part of the master
plan. “I’ve had an incredibly busy schedule,’’ ad-
mits the down-to-earth Lancastrian. “I just wish I
had some spare time to ride my bike,’’ laughs
Queally, shortly to spend plenty of time in the sad-
dle during his first trip to Japan. “I’ve been invited
to ride on their Keirin circuit for two months,’’ he
explained. “It’s an event I don’t do but it’s a good
opportunity to try something different,’’ adds the 30-
year-old former Lancaster University laboratory
technician. “I certainly wouldn’t have been asked
to go over there if I hadn’t won the gold medal. But

I guess I’ve got to try and exploit the avenues that
have opened up for me.’’

One such opening is the attack on what Queally
describes as “a human powered vehicle land speed
record. ‘’The record stands to an American at 72
miles per hour,’’ says the Olympic one kilometre
time trial champion. “We want to take it up to 75mph
which is one tenth the speed of sound. “Rather than
use a traditional ‘sit up and beg’ type of bike, you
are in a recumbent position. The machine is much
more aerodynamic and you use the muscles in the
back more to generate the speed. “You are timed
over a 200 metres run and the average speed is
worked out. And then you go and have a second
run. “It’s an exciting diversion from the day-to-day
stuff but really I still consider myself to be a serious
cyclist. “There’s the world track championship in
Antwerp this year, the Commonwealth Games next
year and of course the Olympics in 2004. “My aim
is to defend my gold medal in 2004 but also to make
the most of the opportunities that come the way of
an Olympic champion.’’
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Letter From America, Part Two

Hello everybody. Dave heard I had been up to some
racing antics again and so requested another mis-
sive, so I trust the first instalment went down okay.
So what has been happening since October? Well
winter for one thing. The snow was a fun novelty to
start with, but riding in sub-zero temperatures
quickly lost its attraction. Before Christmas I found
someone else to ride with, which helps, but this year
he went off to ride for the Mapei amateur squad in
Hungary, so lone training once again. Did a bit of
cross training in the form of indoor football (or soc-
cer as I have to call it so not to confuse the Ameri-
cans), until I pulled a muscle, dangerous game that!
I managed an escape from the cold (frequently
down to –15°C!) at Christmas with a trip down un-
der to Australia. My family flew out from the UK,
and so I met them there after the twenty-hour flight.
Sydney was great, did a lot of riding in Centennial
Park (on my new Bike Friday – what a great bike,
packs into a suitcase in five minutes but rides like a
proper bike), hooked up with some friends and saw
in the New Year with amazing fireworks in the har-
bour. But soon enough it was back to the snow. It
basically hasn’t been above freezing here all year.
Not conducive to good training, though I’ve been
doing my best – it’s hard riding for more than three
hours when your water bottles keep freezing! At
least spring is on its way, and I managed a couple
of trips away in the last few weeks.

First race of the year was at rather short notice; we
managed to get some cheap tickets to San Fran-
cisco and so headed out for the Cherry Pie Crite-
rium in Napa. This was an early season crit, with
various races all day, finishing up with an HPV class.
The weather wasn’t quite what I expected for Cali-
fornia, but still an improvement over Massachusetts!
The HPV race wasn’t until the afternoon, so I de-
cided to enter the cat four race on the Bike Friday
as a warm up. The day dawned bright and sunny, if
not all that warm. So I donned arm and knee warm-
ers and warmed up, only for the clouds to roll in
and the torrential rain to come down just as we rolled
off the start line. The course was about a mile round,
with a fast downhill start, a couple of right handers
(nice in the wet), a drag into the wind, before climb-
ing back up the hill to the finish. I hung around at
the front of the bunch and had a few digs, but no-
one was going anywhere on the circuit with the head
wind, and predictably the 45 minute race came
down to a bunch sprint. My legs don’t sprint in the
cold, and the little bike gives away a bit, and stu-
pidly I led out the sprint, excuses excuses, came in

12th. Oh well, first race out of the way at least. Typi-
cally the rain stopped as the race finished, and the
sun stayed out for the rest of the day. Which at least
meant I could dry my clothes out. Then after the
Pro event had finished, the HPV’s rolled up to the
start. Slightly disappointing to only have eight rac-
ing, but a nice diversity – a couple of Rotators, a
bagged Gold Rush, a Vision or two, and another
Baron. I hadn’t ridden mine since Ohio in October,
but it had gained some carbon wheel disc covers
before I boxed it to fly it out. I managed to attract
the attention of the reporter from the local rag, then
we were called to the start. Not too impressed with
the starter’s attitude to HPV’s, he was actually quite
rude really, but I figured I’d let my legs give him a
reply. I did my usual trick of sprinting off the line,
getting to over 40 mph down the hill before hitting
the first corner at 35 mph – so glad the road dried
out! I had forgotten how great the bike handles –
cornering when you are that low is such a blast! I
managed to keep the 61-tooth chainring going
round up the hill, and soon started lapping people,
eventually passing second place (the Gold Rush)
twice over the 35-minute race. Final average speed
24.5 mph – not bad considering the hill and the
wind; and incidentally the same as the entire pro
field managed. I collected the substantial prize - a
cherry pie which would feed me for the next three
days, very tasty.

We had some other things to do, so were around
San Francisco for a couple of days. Great riding
round there, despite the traffic. I rode the Golden
Gate Bridge (always wanted to do that), and Mount
Tamalpais, where mountain biking kicked off thirty
years ago. Like some sort of pilgrimage for me,
having got started in cycling through mountain bik-

If you have a Junior Pocket Microscope,
Model 3a, you will be able to determine that
this is indeed Rob winning the Cherry Pie

Criterium...
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ing ten years ago. And then of course it was back
to the cold and the snow, but not for long….. next
stop:

Florida! The first HPRA (Human Powered Race
America) event of the year was way down South at
the bottom of the state, near Miami. Partly through
being fed up of having to ask people for lifts, and
partly through the grand tradition of Brits riding to
HPV races, I decided to ride to the airport, and at
the other end ride to the campsite. So Thursday
lunchtime I left North Adams on the Bike Friday,
complete with suitcase-converted-into-trailer, head-
ing over to Springfield (every state seems to have
one, not just on the Simpsons) where I had a place
to stay. It snowed on me for the first two and a half
hours, but at least there was no traffic on the back
roads, and it was not as far as I thought, being 68
miles and five hours by the time I found my friend’s
house. Next morning I had 20 miles to get to the
airport, and it was snowing again, which was a good
start to the day. Got there just about in time to pack
the dirty bike into the equally dirty suitcase and
check it in….. and a few hours later I was reassem-
bled and riding in shorts and shirt and 26°C! What
I hadn’t really realised was just how flat Florida is –
and I thought Cambridge was bad! At one point I
checked the distance to the intersection I could see
ahead and it was two miles away! Very tedious,
particularly when you are towing a trailer into a head
wind. Eventually got to the campsite and put the
tent up before going to find food. Met up with an-
other rider who had toured 400 miles on his Trek
recumbent to arrive for the race, but there didn’t
seem to be any other HPV’ers camping.

Race day dawned hot and breezy. We had a 15-
mile ride to the velodrome. On the way we saw two
roadies by the side of the road, so stopped to see if

they needed a hand. Typical Americans – his and
hers Litespeed road bikes, but no pump between
them! These people really do go riding with just a
CO2 cartridge. Lent them my pump, then stepped
in and changed the tube for them as otherwise we
would have been there for hours! As we rolled into
Brian Piccolo park, home of the outdoor 333 metre
concrete velodrome, my back tyre went flat, good
timing. My Baron had arrived safely – Garrie Hill
had very kindly brought it down in his van after I
shipped it over to him. It now had a nice shiny car-
bon tailbox, which I had been unable to test due to
the snow, but it seemed fine during the warm up.
Being a bit narrow of shoulder I had had to fill in the
gaps with some foam, but otherwise it was a nice
snug fit. One disadvantage though – I could no
longer hold myself up with a hand on the start line.
With the tailbox the bike was now in the superstock
class. To keep life interesting I decided to race the
Bike Friday (with puncture now fixed) in the stock
class too. Turnout was twenty racers, with ten rac-
ing stock, six superstock and the remainder filling
in the other classes. The main competition was fel-
low New Englander George Reynolds racing his
dual 700C Wishbone. First race was a one-lap drag.
Nothing was going to beat me on a road bike off
the line, and the small wheels on the Bike Friday
helped the quick acceleration. So I won the heat
and the final, and then repeated this on the Baron
in the other class, despite pulling my foot out off
the line. Next event was a flying 200m. The bank-
ing was quite steep for such a big track, and so
extra speed could be had by accelerating down the
hill to start the timed run. The wind was getting up
though, which didn’t help. Still I managed 13.46
seconds in stock to just pip George (14.02) and
Bryan Ball of Bentrideronline (15.05). On the Baron
I got a bit quicker, doing 12.56 to win superstock
too.

The Brian Piccolo velodrome
Photo: Garrie Hill

Start of one of the Stock class events. Rob
hanging onto the fence at the top

Photo: Garrie Hill
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Third event of the day was the devil take the hind-
most, slightly disorganised, but George and I fought
out the final sprint with me just able to get round
him. Then we had the main event of the day, the
30-minute race. I tried attacking from the start to
see if I could gain a lap, but George rode back up
to me. I attacked a few more times, but couldn’t
shake him, so decided to sit in, fairly confident I
could beat him in the sprint. He kept trying to drop
me by attacking down the banking, but I made my-
self as small as possible in his slipstream and held
on, and was able to take the sprint at the end. Nice
to have some good, close racing. A quick bike
change and I was up for the superstock. This turned
into a time trial for me where I started at 28-30mph
and gradually wilted in the heat and wind to a me-
diocre 23mph. Still, did 61 laps compared to 54 on
the Bike Friday. After much Gatorade consumption
I felt revived for the day’s final event, a three lap
(1km) time trial. I thought George would beat me

Start of the Superstock Drag
Photo: Garrie Hill

here, but I just managed to edge him by three sec-
onds in stock to win in 1:25. Then I took it up a
notch on the Baron with 1:19. So not a bad day’s
racing – ten wins out of ten events. At least we had

a tail wind for the ride back to the campsite!

Next day we had a nice gentle social ride, led by
Shari Bernhard (also responsible for the previous
day’s racing, thanks Shari!). Very windy again, but
another chance to top the tan up some more. You
know you are somewhere flat when a bridge is con-
sidered a nasty climb! I then had a very lazy after-
noon – everyone else had gone, but I was staying
on for a few days warm weather training before
heading back north. This was actually quite fortu-
nate because a big storm hit the North East, and
New England basically shut down for two days, in-
cluding the airports, while it received up to three
feet of snow! Did over 200 miles in the next couple
of days, by which time I had had enough of Florida;
the sun and the beach are all very well, but I really
don’t like the flat and the wind very much. So it was
somewhat a relief to get back to the mountains,
despite the snow. Still, should be warmer next week,
then I’ll be back to the homeland in a couple of
weeks where I should be seeing (or have seen by
the time you read this) some of you up at Man-
chester for the BHPC race there.

Cheers, Rob.

Prize wheels donated by Ed “Fools Crow”
Deaton (Hi, Ed!), with Garrie Hill carbon wheel

discs.  Mmm, nice! Photo: Garrie Hill

Rob and Chief Organisatrix Shari Bernhard
on Shari’s Rans Screamer.

Photo: Garrie Hill
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2001 World Championships - The Big One...

Finance - Nobody has raised any more money, or
told me they are trying to. The glossy publicity for
potential sponsors is not complete yet.

Web page - Nobody has yet contributed plans of
the courses. John Olson and Stuart Dennison
should be finalising the web registration and pay-
ment. Some of the translations are out of date or
done by Babel Fish. I did the Spanish page. I speak
it but don’t write it well enough and I’m too busy to
take on updating it. The subscription list is doing
OK, with 35 subscribers.  The subscription address
is now WHPVC2001-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
– or subscribe via the website.

Accommodation - No offers yet for accommoda-
tion contact.

PA system – No offers yet to organise this. It should
be an easy task. Brighton suggest a local company
– Playback on 01273 671297. You don’t need to
be local or even to visit to do this one. You should
not need to know about PA systems, as the Play-
back people are professionals, familiar with local
conditions.

T-shirts – Dave Moreno has done an event logo,
but I’m not aware of anyone organising their pro-
duction.

Workshop – No offers yet.

Warning/direction notices – No offers yet.

Crew – we will need a considerable crew to set up
and take down the courses. The barrier people will
leave them the night before, but we will have to set
them up, fence Hove Park etc.

Catering – We are no longer able to offer the Fri-
day meal as part of the entry, though it will go ahead.
We will be offering DIY continental breakfast. Sherri
is organising but will need help.

Safe bike parking – We can use stables at the
racecourse

Phone – I have the event phone. The number is
07752 361833. I’ve had 1 wrong number and 1 junk
text message so far.

Publicity and communication - Stuart Dennison,
Richard Ballantine and Dave Moreno are working
on the glossy handout, posters and event program.

Trade Show – Stuart Dennison is making some
progress with this. He says he has found a small
marquee, which will be funded by exhibitors.

Hand Bikes – David Harmer has tried out the cir-
cuits and considers them all suitable.

Risk Assessment – I walked Hove Prom and Hove
Park with Ian Taylor of Brighton Events. I have to
do a risk assessment exercise and we will need
more mesh fencing than originally expected. They
are likely to be willing to remove some of the risky
wooden posts at Hove Park.

Marshalling – We will need lots – see above. We
may have to pay Brighton Mitre for some help, to
ensure it is reliable.

St John Ambulance – We finally got a form out of
them. Fiona has filled it in and sent it back. We hope
to use first aiders from the club to cover practice at
Preston Park Track on the 1st.

Prizes – Richards Ballantine has promised to esti-
mate numbers and talk to Mike Burrows about the
pots. We hope to give World Champion jerseys,
presumably for the fastest male and female, faired
and unfaired.

Congratulations to Richard Everett and Martin le
Voi for being the first 2 to register, and to Martin for
offering to help. Mats Nilsson from Sweden is also
offering help.

TV – Look South and Tomorrow’s World have
shown interest. Did anybody send any footage to
Tomorrow’s World (yes, me - Ed.)? Martin le Voi is
trying to interest Eurosport.

This is likely to be the last newsletter before the
championships (I’m hoping there’ll be one more,
due out early July - Ed.). Please take on some of
the remaining tasks and give me updates on any-
thing you are doing.
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Membership Corner

Membership of the club, for the membership year
April 2000 - March 2001, has topped 300 (309 at
time of writing) - an increase of 14 from the same
time last year. Congratulations and thanks to the
twenty seven members who have already paid their
subs for the year April 2001 - March 2002. This
means that there is a eleven to one chance that
anyone reading this newsletter has not paid their
subs yet. If you are part of the large majority,
PLEASE PAY NOW ! Last year more than fifty per
cent of subs were received SIX WEEKS after the
start of the membership year and after a renewal
reminder had been included with the newsletter.

Members wishing to pay subscriptions by Standing
Order can do so by completing a Standing Order
mandate from their bankers using the following
details: Name of BHPC bankers: Girobank plc
Account name: British Human Power Club
Account number: 58458303 Sort Code: 72-00-01.
Please advise the Membership Secretary on the
subscriptions renewal form.

All subscription renewals should be sent to the
Membership Secretary - Dennis Turner 7 West
Bank Abbot’s Park CHESTER CH1 4BD

Cheques, Money Orders and Postal Orders must
be in Pounds Sterling (GBP) and made out to
B.H.P.C. We are also able to accept the equivalent
value of the subscription in US dollars bills but not
cheques (or checks) in any currency other than
sterling.

Fifty five members last year (2000-2001), did not
renew their membership despite receiving  two re-
minders and five copies of the newsletter. The club
now has 69 new members, though in one case, a
former member has reinstated their membership.
A similar loss of members occurred in the previous
membership year despite those members receiv-

ing two reminders and an extra copy of the news-
letter. Each year at least fifty copies of the newslet-
ter are sent to members who don’t renew at a cost
in postage alone of £16.50.

It seems that if the membership year was changed
to an individual membership year, based on the
member’s date of joining, over a number years, it
would help to reduce the annual membership churn.
For obvious reasons this would only apply to new
members but would simplify subscription rates to
full year subs only.

The Survey

As in previous years the subscription renewal re-
minder will contain a brief optional survey form for
members to complete before returning the form and
their subs to the membership secretary.

Last year one hundred and eighty survey forms
were returned completed, the majority of which in-
dicated that a substantial number of members have
built or are building recumbents. The builders are
almost equalled in number by members who tour
with their recumbent machines. A significant
number do both but only a small number of respond-
ents race their machines which would seem to be
borne out by examination of last year’s events re-
sults. Last year’s survey added the e-mail ad-
dresses of 142 members to the membership list. If
any member wishes to get in touch with a member
by e-mail the membership secretary would be happy
to forward any e-mails which are sent with a for-
warding request to
recumbent_dennis@compuserve.com.

VOLUNTEERS WHPVC 2001

Elsewhere in the newsletter there is a request from
Jonathan Woolrich, who is organising the event,
for volunteers from members who are attending the
World championships in Brighton to offer their serv-
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ices for one or more of the numerous tasks essen-
tial to the smooth running of the event. If you rarely
attend race meetings or other events, this is your

opportunity to get more involved in your club. De-
tails on the subscription renewal form which should
be returned to the Membership Secretary.

Racing News

Manchester - 30 minutes + 3 laps
Overall Position Points
Position O U L S M O U L S M

1 36 Ian Chattington Gromit's Sidecar O 3 1 117 1 22
2 110 Rob English Wasp O 3 2 115 2 18
3 77 Paul Davies D6 O 3 3 110 3 16
4 666 Rob English Wasp O/U 1 1 93 - 1 0 22
5 14 Pete Cox Lune II O/U 1 2 89 4 2 14 18
6 37 Ian Willett Ironing Board O 3 4 88 5 12
7 73 Tim Elsdale Prone O/U 1 3 87 6 3 10 16
8 40 Iain James Project X O/U 1 4 87 7 4 8 14
9 0 Mike Burrows Ratcatcher 9 O/U/S 1 5 86 8 5 1 6 12 22
10 96 Derrick Tweddle Velodynamics Low Rider O/U 1 6 86 9 6 5 10
11 49 Clive Sleath Screech O/U/S 2 1 86 10 7 2 4 8 18
12 6 Richard Green Ratcatcher 9 O/U/S 2 2 86 11 8 3 2 6 16
13 2 Bob Knight Windcheetah O/U/M 2 3 85 12 9 1 2 5 22
14 22 Paul London Falcon O 3 5 85 13 2
15 121 Nigel Sleigh Plastic Maggot O 3 6 85 14 2
16 75 Patrick Field Ratcatcher 9 O/U/S 1 7 84 15 10 4 2 4 14
17 27 Dave Larrington Speed Machine O/U/S 2 4 84 16 11 5 2 2 12
18 53 Rob Hague Greenspeed GLR O/U/M 2 5 82 17 12 2 2 2 18
19 47 Terry Power Inversion O/U/S 2 6 77 18 13 6 2 2 10
20 70 Vaughan Reed Ratcatcher 9 O/U/S 1 8 76 19 14 7 2 2 8
21 34 Fiona Grove Velodynamics O/L 2 7 75 20 1 2 22
22 38 Jean Paul Speed Machine O/U/S 2 8 75 21 15 8 2 2 6
23 999 Rod King Windcheetah O/U/M 2 9 71 22 16 3 4 2 16
24 39 Denise Wilson BikeE O/U/S/L 2 10 66 23 17 2 9 2 2 18 5
25 74 Keith Rogers Kingcycle O 2 11 61 24 2
26 44 gNick Green A Wooden Fish On Wheels O 3 DNF 3 25 1

Race Pos LapsNumber Name Vehicle Class

Herewith the results from Manchester - full details
in Issue The Next.  Life is complicated by having
Rob English racing both faired and unfaired. which
rather tends to spanner the “Open” class.  For this
reason, Rob’s unfaired performance has been
deemed to have never existed when scoring the
Open class.

While we’re on the subject of points scoring:  You
must have your own unique number. Moreover, if

racing in two different classes, you must have a
unique number for each machine.  Duplicates will
henceforth be ignored.  So if you’re wondering why
the points you thought you racked up at race meet-
ing X have been credited to a rider who wasn’t even
there, now you know.  Anyone not happy with this
state of affairs should set aside several hours after
each race meeting to devote to the administration
of the points, which they have just volunteered to
take on.  Thank you.
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Three photos of Brad Graham’s
Skycycle, for no reason other than

because I think it’s cool...
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This Just In...

Even Yet More Record Stuff

An article in “The Times” on March 26th states that
the Jason Queally record contender is to be a
recumbent after all, which makes a lot more sense
to me.  However, is also says that the machine will
be 58 cm wide.  This is about the same width as I
made my road-going fairing, because I didn’t want
to be horribly cramped, but as I understand it, the
record-breaking Varnas are some 20 cm narrower…

Another article, on now.com, reckons that the Jan
van Eijden attempt will now take place on the
Hockenheim motor racing circuit, rather than Opel’s
test track or an airfield near Nijmegen in The
Netherlands, as previously reported.  Both articles
state that Queally and his machine may well be
competing in Brighton… STOP PRESS!!!  Queally
may be coming.  The machine will be coming (it
sez ‘ere…)

HPV CD-ROM 2K+1

Yes indeed, there’s a new HPV CD-ROM from the
industrious Oliver Zechlin.  Masses of pictures, a
whole bunch of movie clips and a feast of other bits
and bobs, including back issues of the BHPC
Newsletter and the frequently highly-entertaining
HUFF - Heads Up Feet First - the newsletter of
OzHPV.  At the time of writing there is no UK
distributor - does the Club want to order some for
redistribution, asks Oliver.  In the meantime, Oliver
can be contacted via e-mail at oliver@zechlin.com,
but make it snappy, as he’s being relocated to
Austin, Texas on May 1st.

Bloomsbury Bike Fest

News from Stuart Dennison:

A festival of human powered transportation!

June 24th 2001 - put it in your diary

• Bike test riding on the circuit around the square
• Pedicab rides around the local area

• Demonstrations of interesting and unusual
bikes

• A transport bike race
• Racing on rollers
• BMX stunts
• Human Powered Vehicles dedicated to

absolute speed
• Lots of stalls with information on all kinds of

activities

For more information call Stuart on 020 7405 1218

369 Tyres

Back in the old days, the only halfway decent small
tyre in the known universe was the 32-369 (17")
job manufactured by Wolber for the good Dr
Moulton.  And so it came to pass that quite a lot of
HPV’ers began to use them as well.  Things have
changed since then, and the choice of 406 (20")
tyres is bewildering to behold, while the Moulton
just went on.  And on.  Until last year, when I heard
that Wolber had ceased to make them.  Panic!!
Fortunately, Japanese tyre manufacturer
Bridgestone, purveyors of rubberware to Herr
Schumacher’s shiny red thing, are now making a
tyre the same size.  Available from St John St.
Cycles and doubtless from discerning Moulton
dealers everywhere for roughly the same price as
the Wolbers, they are alleged to be rather more
puncture resistant than the old Wolbers.  Certainly
since fitting one to the front of the Editorial Kingcycle
a week ago, I haven’t had a flat.  And if you’ve been
anywhere near our place in the last six months, you
will know this to be rather unusual.

Hardly had I fitted the said tyre, however, than news
reached me of another new 17" tyre.  This one, I
believe, is made for Moulton, rather than just in that
size, by Continental.  ’tis apparently labelled the
“Safari”, is similar in appearance to the Wolber but
apparently shares much of its construction with the
well-known 28-406 Grand Prix, much beloved of
speed demons everywhere.  Price and availability
are not yet known.  Still, it’s nice to have a choice
all of a sudden - three different tyres if you include
the Wolber C3 slick (at eighty quid a throw).
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Suppliers & Wants

Advertising rates for the body of this magazine: Full page: £30.00
Half page: £15.00

Small ads for non-members: £5.00

Approximately 350 copies of each issue are printed.  Entries in the “Suppliers and Wants” section are
free to BHPC members, and should have never been involved in getting ‘ooky passports for dodgy
businessmen.  We’ll gladly do you one as presentable as a Performing Poodle; please take out an advert
at the above rates and send the money to the Treasurer.  If your address, phone number, prices or
products change, please tell me...

John Lafford, Arrow Bicycle Company, ‘Leonidas’, Manor Lane, Baydon, Marlborough, Wilts, SN8 2JD
Tel/Fax: 01672 540384

e-mail: jalafford@aol.com

Custom CAD design and manufacture of all types of bicycles and tricycles, including recumbents, time trial, fast tourer,
and power assisted vehicles.  Cromoly tubing in round, aero and oval sections.  Net-type seat fabric to suit tubular seat
frames.  Narrow bottom bracket assemblies.  Composite wheels in 650c and 20” sizes, with narrow hubs.  Tyre rolling
resistance testing.  Aerodynamic drag testing.

A Greenspeed tandem, yesterday

Trike-It

From Carolyn Sharples and James Tobin comes
news of a trans-Canada ride, aboard a Greenspeed
tandem trike, aiming to raise £10,000 for the char-
ity Lupus UK.  They are setting off from Vancouver
on May 1st, aiming to travel 5000 unsupported miles
across the country in five months.  You can follow
their progress on http://www.trikeit.co.uk, and hope-
fully in the BHPC Newsletter as well…

Lupus is an incurable disease of the immune sys-
tem, affecting more than 50,000 people in the UK,
of whom 90% are women.  If you’d like to make a
donation, please send cheques to Lupus UK (Trike-
It Canada),c/o Vicky Barnes, Flat 1, 49 Melina Road,
London W12 9HZ or to Janine Hirsch, Lupus UK
(Trike-It Canada), St. James House, Eastern Road,
Romford, Essex, RM1 3NH.
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Avon Valley Cyclery, Bath Spa Railway Station, Bath, BA1 1SX
Tel: 01225 461880/442442

Fax: 01225 446267
e-mail: info@bikeshop.uk.com

WWW: http://www.bikeshop.uk.com
http://www/foldingbikes.co.uk

AVC-designed Road, Mountain and Bath bikes.  The UK’s 1st TCR Road Bike Centre and the UK’s top Folding Bike
Specialist. Family bikes, mountain bikes, comprehensive hire fleet and full workshop facilities.  [Plus their web site even
mentions the word “recumbent” - Ed]

BikeFix, 48 Lambs Conduit Street, London WC1N 3LJ
Tel: 0171 405 4639

Fax: 0171 242 6931
e-mail: info@bikefix.co.uk

WWW: http://www.bikefix.co.uk/bikefix.html

Recumbent-friendly shop in central London.  HP Velotechnik Street Machine & Wavey, BikeE, Pashley PDQ, Flevo
Oke-Ja, Trice, Leitra, Anthrotech, plus folders / transportables from Brompton, Birdy, Bernds, Airnimal & Moulton APB.
Alesa rims in 406, 507, 559 and 622 sizes; Continental, Primo and Vredestein tyres in 305, 406, 451 and all the big
sizes.  Recumbent luggage, fairings and everything else you can fit on a recumbent. Test rides and social weekends.
Get on the mailing list...

Burrows Engineering, Bunkell Road, Rackheath Industrial Estate, Norwich, Norfolk, NR13 6PX

Ratcatcher 9 is velo nouveau!  9 speeds + 12 kilos + 2 Hope discs + 1 tailbox = £2000.  Ideal 2001 Sports Class bike!
Send £1 to the above address for coloured piece of paper (nice glossy leaflet - Ed.)!

Paul Davies, 2 Fowlswick Cottages, Allington, Chippenham, Wilts, SN14 6LU (2 miles from Castle Combe)
Tel: 01249 782554

Recumbent bike frames: from £350
No. 1, short wheelbase, will fit Mk. 5 shell
No. 2, designed to fit Mk. 5 shell
Both come as unpainted steel framesets with forks and handlebars, to accept standard bike parts and 406/559 wheels.
Both suitable for faired or unfaired use by experienced recumbent riders.  Race wins in both classes!

Composite products for HPV’s:
Mk. 5 bike shell, in 6 separate mouldings, fits SWB bike from £350
Mk. 4 trike shell, in 5 separate mouldings, fits trike approx. 60 cm track,
100 cm wheelbase from £250
Bike front fairing from £35
Bike rear fairing from £35
Seat from £35
Mudguards (20”, MTB, 700c) from £10
Etc. etc.

Future Cycles, Friends Yard, London Road, Forest Row, East Sussex, RH18 5EE
Tel: 01342 822847

Fax: 01342 826726
e-mail: bikes@futurecycles.prestel.uk

WWW: http://www.there.is/futurecycles

Trice from: £1650
Flevo Oke-Ja: £450
Windcheetah: £2795
Vision VR40 long and short wheelbase.  SWB from: £995
     Front suspension add: £175
     Rear suspension add: £245
Pashley PDQ from: £850
Spirit LWB.  Frame by Chas. Roberts!  From: £1700
Speed Ross: £875
Fateba Long Bike – Swiss LWB.  Available with S&S couplings
Other Vision models, including tandems, available to order.  Plus used machines – please get in touch for details.
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We also handle European subscriptions for “Recumbent Cyclist News” (RCN).  RCN is 100% dedicated to promoting
recumbent bicycles and providing and encouraging communications between HPV enthusiasts, home-builders, dealers
and commercial recumbent manufacturers.  Annual subscription £25.95 (six issues).

Greenspeed, 69 Mountain Gate Drive, Ferntree Gully, VIC 3156, Australia
Tel: +61 3 9758 5541

Fax: +61 3 9752 4115
e-mail: info@ greenspeed.com.au

WWW: http://www.greenspeed.com.au

Greenspeed trikes are designed for touring, commuting, racing, or just having fun.  They have been well tested on
Outback Australia Tours, are world renowned for their handling qualities, and have been successful in HPV racing.

GB 16/20 Commuter Bike, SWB, 7-speed A$2,100
GBR 20/26 Touring Bike, SWB, 21-speed, Cro-Mo 4130 tubing A$3,700
GT 16/20 Child’s Trike, 7-speed, 10 years - 5' (152 cm) A$2,200
GT 20/20 Adult Commuter Trike, 21-speed A$3,400
GTR 20/20 Touring Trike, 63-speed, Cro-Mo 4130 frame tubing A$4,400
GTS 20/20 Sports Tourer, 42-speed , Cro-Mo 4130 frame tubing A$5,200
GTT 20/20 Tandem Trike, 63-speed, Cro-Mo 4130 frame tubing A$7,400
GTH 20/20 Hand Trike, 42-speed, Reynolds 531 frame tubing A$4,400
Coming soon - the new GTO Touring Trike…
Frame kits, plans and parts (e.g. kingpins) available.  Write, fax, e-mail, phone or visit for free information package.

Hockerton Housing Project Trading Ltd., The Watershed, Gables Drive, Hockerton, Notts, NG25 OQU
Tel: 01636 816902

Fax: 01636 816902
e-mail: hhp@hockerton.demon.co.uk

Hire/Demos/Sales of Flevo Bike, Ross, Anthrotech, Brox plus any others we obtain in the meantime!  Also, Site Tours
(on foot) of the infamous Hockerton Housing Project- earth sheltered, zero heating, zero CO2 autonomous housing (as
seen on or in every conceivable form of news media in the known Universe!).  Full details from Nick Martin at the above
address.

HPV-HEAVEN.COM
WWW: http://www.hpv-heaven.com

Tel: 01295 721 860

Parts for recumbent and HPV home-builders. From the people who bought you Velodynamics Bicycles. Nosecone
moulding: £130.50, including edging strip, graphics (no mounting frame) and delivery to UK mainland. Seat foam,
frame-building components, and miscellaneous parts. Free small ads section. Coming Soon: Seats and Tail-Boxes,
Forks and Stems, Chain Pulleys, On-line advice files and much more. Also, 3D CAD based Design and Prototype
Service.

Inspired Cycle Engineering Ltd, Unit 9B Spencer Carter Works, Tregoniggie Industrial Estate, Falmouth, Cornwall,
TR11 4SN

Phone / Fax: 01326 378848
e-mail: sales@ice.hpv.co.uk

WWW: http://www.ice.hpv.co.uk/

ICE manufacture and supply the new much improved range of TRICE recumbent tricycles including the MICRO,
EXPLORER, XL and CLASSIC.  X2 and EXPEDITION TANDEM versions of the Trice also now being produced.  A
comprehensive range of options and accessories is also available direct from ICE.

Ex show and demo Trice for sale at reduced prices. Please see our website news section or contact us for full details.
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Kinetics, 15 Rannoch Drive, Bearsden, Glasgow, G61 2JS
Phone / Fax: 0141 942 2552

e-mail: ben@kinetics-online.com
WWW: http://www.kinetics-online.com

HP Velotechnik StreetMachine GT - excellent full-suspension SWB tourer from £1250
(and we’ve got a nice shiny demonstrator)

We’re also dealing a lot with Hase - makers of the Kettwiesel (a rather nice trike): from £1150
And the Lepus (big brother of Kettwiesel): from £1800
And the Pino (tandem, recumbent front): from £1700

We still do the S&S couplings, Birdy, Brompton, Custom
Framebuilding, anything you like really...

Tina Larrington, 166 Higham Hill Road, London E17 6EJ
Tel: 020 8531 4496 (eves / weekends)

e-mail: dr_technical@cix.compulink.co.uk

Arty stuff - cartoons, business cards, logos, badges, T-shirts, etc., etc., for builders, dealers and end-users of recumbent
cycles.  Customers include “Recumbent UK”, Animal Bikes, Westcountry Recumbents, Ian Hague and the BHPC!
Architectural commissions also accepted #

Tiptree Designs (incorporating Els Tees), Ian Hague, 24 Cedar Avenue, Tiptree, Colchester, Essex, CO5 0NR
Tel: 01621 0815476

“Hand Painted T-shirts to the Nobility and Richard in Blackpool”

Rob Hague, Westcountry Recumbents, 23 Hamber Lea, Bishops Lydeard,  Taunton, Somerset, TA4 3NJ
Tel: 0870 7401227 (national rate)

Fax: 07050 695561 (‘K’ Rate)
e-mail: sales@wrhpv.com

WWW: http://www.wrhpv.com/

Greenspeed & Road Shark - Various demo models currently available. Phone or email to book a test ride appointment
or to find out which demo models we have in. Ride Exmoor and the Quantocks! Local B&B available.

Tioga Comp Pool 20x1.75 (47-406) tyres: £15 + p&p
Carradice Recumbent Panniers (no heel clearance), per pair: £95 inc p&p

Small Adz

Tina Larrington, 166 Higham Hill Road, London E17 6EJ
Tel: 0208 531 4496

e-mail: dr_technical@cix.compulink.co.uk
Brand new Kingcycle front fairing, slight second and slightly lighter colour from standard.  No light or trim strip.  £100.

Harry Fullagar, 42 Woodlands Avenue, Emsworth, Hants, PO10 7QE
Tel: 01243 373894

1998 Trice, red.  3200 miles, very good condition.  Sachs 3x7 in 26" wheel; double chainset.  Mudguards - alloy rear
& glassfibre front, with skirts coloured to match frame.  Front brake pull equaliser.  Sachs Gripshifts.  Rear carrier.
Mirror.  Reason for sale = have built my own trike - see BHPC Newsletter Issue 58, p18.  Price £800 ono.

Bob Fairless
Tel: 0121 258 2551 (eves/weekends)

Trice Classic, excellent condition - £1400.  Peer Gynt, medium frame, black, good condition - £1200.  Kingcycle,
medium frame, suspension & tailbox, good condition - £800.  Possibly another Peer Gynt available as well,
depending on outcome of auction…

Steve Sparrow, Lancaster
Tel: 01524 33002

e-mail: pedaldog@aol.com
HP Velotechnik Street Machine GT, 2 months old. XT/105 upgrades, all racks, SON hub dynamo, stand, cost £1600, will
accept £1200 + postage.
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